DE LA SALLE LIPA
Learning Resource Center
LIST OF BOOKS PROCESSED AND CATALOGED FOR THE MONTH OF
AUGUST 2015
COLLEGE
ACCOUNTANCY
Cabrera, M. E. B. (2010). Management advisory services : CPA reviewer
(2010 ed.). Manila : GIC Enterprises and Co. Inc.
40893 FIL 657.076 C117m 2010
Aims to help examinees in their successful preparation for the RP
CPA Board Examinations, specifically in the field of management
advisory services.
Stuart, I., Stuart, B. & Pedersen, L. J. T. (2014). Accounting ethics.
United Kingdom : John Wiley and Sons. 40112 174.9657 S929a 2014
Helps students to develop both technical and ethical competencies
through a mixed process of reading, mentored dialogue, and exercises
and includes study questions, chapter "take-aways" and checklists of
key ideas.
BIOLOGY
Alberts, B., Johnson, A., Lewis, J., Morgan, D., Raff, M., Roberts,
K. & Walter, P. (2015). Molecular biology of the cell (6th ed.).
New York : Garland Science. 40708 572.8 A329m 2015
Contains intriguing open-ended questions highlighting "what we
don't know," introducing students to challenging areas of future
research and provides updated end-of-chapter problems reflect new
research discussed in the text.
Costanzo, L. S. (2015). Physiology (6th ed.). Philadelphia : Wolters
Kluwer. 40542 FIL 612.0076 C838p 2015
Provides an excellent physiology review for students preparing
for the USMLE step 1, review key physiology principles and includes
clinical correlations to emphasize connections between physiology and
clinical medicine.
Wilson, J. & Hunt, T. (2015). Molecular biology of the cell : the
problems book (6th ed.). New York : Garland Science.
40709 572.8 W749m 2015
Includes complete solutions to the end-of-chapter problems from
molecular biology of the cell.
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Doane, D. P. & Seward, L. E. (2013). Applied statistics in business and
economics (4th ed.). New York : McGraw-Hill.
40143 519.5 D631a 2013
Provides real meaning to the use of statistics in real world by
using real business situations and real data while appealing students
to know why rather than just the how.
Francis, A. & Mousley, B. (2014). Business mathematics and statistics
(7th ed.). Australia : Cengage Learning.
40144 650.01513 F818b 2014
Provides a thorough grounding in basic mathematical and
statistical techniques, helping students to learn how to make decisions
when presented with incomplete information.
Kavanagh, M. J., Thite, M. & Johnson, R. D. (2015). Human resource
information systems : basic, applications, and future directions
(3rd ed.). Los Angeles : Sage Publications.
40586 658.300285 K11h 2015

Provides a thorough introduction to the field of Human Resource
Information Systems (HRIS), a combination of two major management
fields that impact the competitive advantage of companies - human
resources and information systems.
Lietaer, B. & Dunne, J. (c2013). Rethinking money : how new currencies
turn scarcity into prosperity. San Francisco : Berett-Koehler
Publishers, Inc. 40135 332.4 L716r 2013
Provides remedies for challenges faced by governments,
businesses, nonprofits, local communities, and even banks and
demystifies a complex and critically important topic and will strike a
deep chord with readers eager to find innovative, meaningful solutions
that will do far more than restore prosperity--it will provide the
framework for an era of sustainable abundance.
May, G. L. (2014). Persuasive business presentations : using the
problem-solution method to influence decision makers to take
action. New York : Business Expert Press.
40123 658.452 M466p 2014
Focuses on a specific presentation context: a problem-solution
persuasive presentation to decision makers delivered in a conference
room environment.
Mintzberg, H. (2013). Simply managing : what managers do - and can do
better. San Francisco : Berrett-Koehler Publishers, Inc.
40908 658 M667s 2013
Appreciates that managers are busy people and considers the
intense dynamics of this job as well as its inescapable conundrums so
the author has taken his classic book managing, done some updating.
Morrison, M. A., Haley, E., Sheehan, K. B. & Taylor, R. E. (2012).
Using qualitative research in advertising : strategies,
techniques, and applications (2nd ed.). Los Angeles : Sage
Publications. 40126 659.1072 M881u 2012
Explains what qualitative research techniques are designed to do
and describes how these techniques aid in uncovering insights useful
for advertising strategy development, creative development, and postcampaign evaluation.
Mruthyunjaya, H.C. (2013). Business ethics and value systems. New
Delhi : Phi Learning Private Limited. 40646 174.4 M939b 2013
Deals with some of the basic issues associated with business
ethics and value systems and presents the views of different schools of
thought on this subject and dissects the phenomenon of corruption to
expose its root causes.
Reilly, F. K. & Brown, K. C. (2014). Analysis of investments and
management of portfolios (10th ed.). Andover : Cengage Learning.
40569 332.6 R362a 2014
Teaches readers how to manage their money to derive the maximum
benefit from what they earn. This book combines investment instruments
and capital markets with theoretical detail on evaluating investments
and opportunities to satisfy risk-return objectives and offers insight
on how investment practice and theory are influenced by globalization.
Sharma, A. (2014). Basic of computer applications in management. New
Delhi : Centrum Press. 40592 658.0018 S531b 2014
Covers all the various facets of computers and its applicability
in management.
Thompson, A. A., Peteraf, M. A., Gamble, J. E. & Strickland III, A. J.
(2014). Crafting and executing strategy : the quest for
competitive advantage : concepts and cases (19th ed.). New York :
McGraw-Hill. 40142 658.4012 T468c 2014
Provides up-to-date and engrossing discussion of core concepts
and analytical tools in line with the latest developments in the theory
and practice of strategic management.

Weiers, R. M. (2014). Introduction to business statistics (7th ed.).
Andover : Cengage Learning. 40554 519.5 W415i 2014
Presents fundamental statistical concepts using non-technical
terminology and outstanding illustrations explaining statistical
concepts in the context of contemporary applications and student
experience.
COMPUTER SCIENCE / INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY / INFORMATION SYSTEM
Arhgar, B. & Arabnia, H. R. (Eds.). (2014). Emerging trends in ICT
security. Amsterdam : Elsevier. 40589 005.8 E53 2014
Discusses the foundations and theoretical aspects of ICT
security; cover trends, analytics, assessments, and frameworks
necessary for performance analysis and evaluation and provides the
state of the art knowledge needed for successful deployment of security
solutions in many environments.
Duckett, J. (2014). HTML and CSS : design and build websites.
Indianapolis : John Wiley and Sons. 40587 006.74 D835h 2014
Provides a full-color introduction to the basics of HTML and CSS
from the publishers of Wrox.
Jyotirmayee, V. (2014). Information management systems. New Delhi :
Centrum Press. 40585 658.4038 J99i 2014
Provides readers with an introduction to information system,
management and processing.
Kudyba, S. (2014). Big data, mining, and analytics : components of
strategic decision making. London : CRC Press.
40591 658.4012 K95b 2014
Explains how readers can leverage them to extract valuable
insights from their data and supplies authoritative insights from
expert contributors into leveraging data resources, including big data,
to improve decision making.
Peltier, T. R. (2014). Information security fundamentals (2nd ed.).
Boca Raton : CRC Press. 40584 005.5 P393i 2014
Examines the elements of computer security, employee roles and
responsibilities, and common threats, the need for management controls,
policies and procedures, and risk analysis, and presents a
comprehensive list of tasks and objectives that make up a typical
information protection program.
Shelly, G. B., Pratt, P. J. & Last, M. Z.(2015). Microsoft Access
2010 : introductory. Andover : Cengage Learning.
40545 005.7565 S544m 2015
Helps students learn the new features of Microsoft Access through
a variety of activities and simulations.
Wang, H. & Wang, S. (2014). Programming language for MIS : concepts and
practice. Boca Raton : CRC Press. 40583 658.4038 W246p 2014
Supplies a synopsis of the major computer programming languages
including C++, HTML, JavaScript, CSS, VB.NET, ASP.NET, PHP (with
MySQL), XML, (with XSLT, DTD and XML Schema) and SQL.
EDUCATION
Corpuz, B. B. & Salandanan, G. G. (2003). Principles and strategies of
teaching. Cubao, Quezon City : Lorimar Publishing Co.
40877 FIL 371.3 C787p 2003
Translates the latest findings of educational research and most
recent educational theories into classroom practice.
LET comprehensive reviewer based on NCBTS and table specifications
(TOS) : specialization MAPEH : volume 6. (2014). Metro Manila :
Lorimar Publishing, Inc. 40894 FIL 370.76 L645 2014 v. 6
Covers all the competencies for the tests in MAPEH as field of
specialization contained in the Table of Specifications (TOS) for the
licensure Examinations for Teachers (LET).

ENGLISH
Balachandran, K. (Ed.). (2014). English literature : an overview. New
Delhi : Arise Publishers and Distributors. 40604 820 E58 2014
Consists of research responses of teachers of English literature
from all over India to cater to the needs of those who are interested
in English literature.
Das, B. K. (2014). Twentieth century literary criticism (7th Rev. ed.
and enlarged ed.). New Delhi : Atlantic Publishers and
Distributors. 40600 820.9 D229t 2014
Enables us to understand the theories and their application to
literary texts and hope that this comprehensive edition will be
immensely helpful to students, researchers and teachers.
Devereaux, M. D. (2015). Teaching about dialect variations and language
in secondary English classrooms : power, prestige, and prejudice.
New York : Routledge. 40608 428.00712 D489t 2015
Explains how to teach about language variations and ideologies in
the classroom, uses typically taught texts as models for exploring how
power, society, and identity interacts with language, literature, and
students' lives, connects the Common Core State Standards to the
concepts presented and offers strategies to teach the sense and
structure of Standard English and other language variations.
Geeslin, K. L. & Long, A. Y. (2014). Sociolinguistics and second
language acquisition : learning to use language in context. New
York : Routledge. 40609 418.0071 G297s 2014
Provides a thorough examination of the role of social factors in
second language acquisition, clearly demonstrating the importance of
sociolinguistic perspectives in the field of second language
acquisitions as well as in the second language classroom and bridges
the gap between the fields of sociolinguistics and second language
acquisition.
Jain, K. (2014). Contemporary American literature. New Delhi : Anmol
Publications. 40605 820.9 J11c 2014
Provides information on 21st century writers, the 1950s, '60s,
and beyond, contemporary American poetry and the post modern movement.
Kumar, S. & Rana, A. K. (2014). The vintage book of creative writers.
Jaipur : Yking Books. 40601 820.9954 K95v 2014
Consists of Indic literature presented in English language.
Lana, C. R., Agabalia, U., Alde-Sembrano, V. & Viray-Ong, J. (2015).
English communicative competence : study and language skills.
Quezon City : C & E Publishing, Inc. 40548 FIL 428 L243e 2015
Aims to transform language learners into critical readers,
articulate speakers, and competent writers who can communicate their
thoughts and feelings with ease by observing basic grammar rules and
stylistic principles and employing precise and appropriate vocabulary
and offers various tips on the acquisition of study habits so essential
in hurdling the rigors of college education.
Miranda-Plata, S., Rañosa-Madrunio, M., Beltran-Montenegro, M. C., Yu,
P. & Calero, E. R. (2015). Keys to critical reading and writing
1 : English proficiency and personal leadership workbook for
college success (3rd ed.). Laguna : Trailblazer Publications Asia
Inc. 40976 40977 40978 40979 40980 FIL 428.076 M672k 2015
Provides criteria that learners can use to evaluate their work
and to check whether they are meeting the standards set for the course.
Pillai, S. S. (2014). College guide to the study of English literature.
New Delhi : Dominant Publishers and Distributors.
40607 428.0071 P641c 2014
Aims at students of literature who desire to study literature not
only as part of curricula but wish to take up literary studies as part
of growth and development and gives an insight into the meaning of
literature.

Ranjan, M. (2014). Comparative English literature. New Delhi : Anmol
Publications. 40606 820.9 R185c 2014
Provides the poet with the tools for self-evaluation and self
improvement and introduces work of periods and cultures different in
theme and treatment.
Samanta, S. (2014). James Joyce : a critical study of his novels poetry
and play. New Delhi : Atlantic Publishers and Distributors.
40602 828.91209 S187j 2014
Discovers the uniqueness of Joyce the man in his letters, essays,
drama, poetry as well as his novels and recover through the trace, the
elusive idea of Joyce the man who is always conspicuous by his absence
in his works/words.
Sharma, R. K. (2014). Fundamentals of linguistics. New Delhi : Atlantic
Publishers and Distributors. 40603 410 S531f 2014
Aims to prepare a dynamic generation of Indian linguistics
equipped with all the required pieces of linguistic information which
may help to capitalize on ever expanding global employment
opportunities.
Sinha, S. (2014). Twentieth century literature emerging trends. New
Delhi : Atlantic Publishers and Distributors.
40599 820.90091 S615t 2014
Consists of essays that seek to take up the challenges in
twentieth-century literary tradition which have been explored variously
by writers interrogating the cultural implications of generic
boundaries, by feminist writers rereading gender in conjunction with
other categories such as race and class, by multicultural writers whose
work emanates from and approaches the postcolonial situation and
reveals new insights into the politics of literary canon formation.
FICTION
Coelho, P. (2014). Adultery : a novel. New York : Alfred A. Knopf.
40909 FIC C672a 2014
A woman around her thirties begins to question the routine and
predictability of her days. In everybody's eyes, she has a perfect
life: a solid and stable marriage, a loving husband, sweet and wellbehaved children and a job as a journalist she can't complain about.
However, she can no longer bear the necessary effort to fake happiness
when all she feels in life is an enormous apathy. All that changes when
she encounters an ex-boyfriend from her adolescence. Jacob is now a
successful politician and, during an interview, he ends up arousing
something in her she hadn't felt for a long time: passion.
Flynn, V. (2010). American assassin. London : Simon and Schuster.
40625 FIC F648a 2010
Follow Mitch Rapp, as he takes on his first explosive counter
terrorism assignment.
Tolkien, J.R.R. (2004). The lord of the rings. Boston : Mariner Books.
40901 FIC T647l 2004
Tells the great quest undertaken by Frodo and the Fellowship of
the Ring: Gandalf the Wizard; the hobbits Merry, Pippin, and Sam; Gimli
the Dwarf; Legolas the Elf; Boromir of Gondor; and a tall, mysterious
stranger called Strider.
FILIPINIANA
Aduana, N. L. (2015). Writing project : feasibility study. Quezon
City : C & E Publishing, Inc. 40567 FIL 658.57 A244w 2015
Serves as a simple guide in conducting a feasibility study.
Augustine, S. (2009). Sanity secrets for stressed-out women. Eugene
Oregon : Harvest House Publishers. 40786 FIL 248.843 A923s 2009
Gives readers powerful tools based on biblical principles to
achieve balance in body, mind, and spirit and helps readers discover
how to recognize the signs of approaching or experiencing burnout,

recharge their batteries, attain inner calm regardless of
circumstances, get along with everyone and break the stress cycle.
Cantrell, W. & Lucas, J. R. (2014). High-performance ethics : 10
timeless principles of next-generation leadership. Valenzuela
City : CLC Publishing. 40904 FIL 170.44 C233h 2014
Teaches ten timeless principles of ethical, results-oriented
leadership from business experts who have seen and done it all.
Celebrate love : heartwarming stories, inspirational sayings, and
loving expressions for couples (2007). Manila : Shepherd House
Publishers. 40777 FIL 241.677 C392 2007
Provides wonderful love stories from real couples, as well as
inspirational quotations, beautiful poetry, powerful prayers, hopefilled Scriptures and many heartfelt affirmations.
Celebrate dad : heartwarming stories, inspirational sayings, and loving
expressions for a special father (2007). Manila : Shepherd House
Publishers, Inc. 40806 FIL 242.6421 C392 2007
Designs to honor, encourage, and applaud fathers everywhere for
their selfless devotion and commitment.
Celebrate mom : heartwarming stories, inspirational sayings and loving
expressions for a special mother (2007). Manila : Shepherd House
Publishers, Inc. 40764 FIL 242.6 C392 2007
Provides touching stories from the lives of real women, along
with inspirational quotations, encouraging Scriptures, personal
tributes, and beautiful poems.
Celebrate teachers : heartwarming stories, inspirational sayings and
meaningful expressions for teachers. Manila : Shepherd House
Publishers. 40807 FIL 242.68 C392 2008
Consists of insightful stories, encouraging quotes, inspiring
scripture, thoughtful reflections, as well as tangible, practical tips
to be used in any classroom setting.
Celis, M. (2015). 100 life lessons for success : shout outs for one's
sensibilities. Philippines : Lifebooks.
40772 FIL 158.1 C392o 2015
Consists of different quotations by the author.
Chapman, G. (2009). The five love languages : singles edition.
Makati City : Chruch Strengthening Ministry.
40792 FIL 646.78 C466f 2009
Outlines five expressions of love and explains how singles can
communicate effectively in a "love language" that applies to their own
unique situation.
Chapman, G. & Thomas, J. (2006). The five languages of apology : how to
experience healing in all your relationships. Makati City :
Church Strengthening Ministry. 40799 FIL 158.2 C466f 2006
Presents compassionate guide, filled with anecdotes and research
meant to help individuals and couples resolve interpersonal conflicts.
Chong, G. D. (2012). What, me retire? discovering more blessings after
leaving the workplace. Manila : OMF Literature, Inc.
40793 FIL 306.38 C545w 2012
Provides stories on how to discover and embrace more blessings
after leaving the workplace.
Duewel, W. L. (2011). Measure your life : 17 ways to evaluate your life
from God's perspective. Quezon City : Christian Growth
Ministries, Inc. 40782 FIL 248.4 D852m 2011
Urges followers of Jesus Christ to measure the quality of their
relationship with God by the biblical witness to a life of love, faith,
obedience, sacrifice, surrender, purity, power and related virtues.
DeYoung, K. (2014). Crazybusy : a (mercifully) short book about a
(really) big problem. Manila : OMF Literature, Inc.

40781 FIL 650.11 D528c 2014
Rejects the "busyness as usual" mindset, arguing that a life of
constant chaos is far from what God intends for us.
Eggerichs, E. (2004). Love and respect : the love she most desires. the
respect he desperately needs. Makati City : Church Strengthening
Ministry. 40801 FIL 248.844 E28l 2004
Reveals the secret to couples meeting each other's deepest needs:
without love she reacts without respect, and without respect he reacts
without love and a destructive, vicious cycle begins and offers help to
husbands and wives, introducing the biblical teaching of unconditional
respect, and explaining why it is as powerful as unconditional love.
40 days to your best life for women. (2014). Manila : Lighthouse Books.
FIL 40776 248.3 F736 2014
Provides the boost you need to start living the rich and
meaningful life your Creator intended you to live.
Hendricks, H. (2005). Teaching to change lives. Manila : Lighthouse
Books. 40798 FIL 268.6 H498t 2005
Outlines seven proven, easy to grasp principles any teacher can
apply and dedicated for anyone who wants to teach with power and
passion, excitement and excellence.
Jantz, G. L. (2011). How to de-stress your life. Manila : Lighthouse
Books. 40768 FIL 155.9042 J33h 2011
Shows you how to change the patterns of the past, leaving the
road a clear for a healthy and revitalized future and reveals eight
secrets for finding all the energy you'll ever need, ways to eliminate
self-defeating attitudes and more.
Jutila, C. (2002). Leadership essentials. Makati City : Church
Strengthening Ministry. 40769 FIL 259.22 J91l 2002
Helps you build enthusiasm, commitment and powerful leadership
skills in your team using four critical foundational principles:
Passion, Attitude, Teamwork, Honor.
Kraft, D. (2013). Mistakes leaders make. Manila : Lighthouse Books.
40787 FIL 253 K89m 2013
Identifies the top ten most fatal (and commonly unaddressed)
mistakes leaders make to help readers avoid these errors and have
ministries and relationships that last.
Kong, F. J. (2012). Famealy matters : 50-plus stories of everyday
intimacy at the family dining table. Philippines Success
Options, Inc. 40794 FIL 306.874 K82f 2012
Consists of 50-plus stories of everyday intimacy at the family
dining table.
Lapiz, E. (2014). 365 daily boosters for the heart : approved
therapeutic claims. Philippines : CSM Publishing.
40766 FIL 248.4 L313t 2014
Includes 365 spiritual boosters from the Bible for each day of
the year.
Lapiz, E. (2014). Kapuso of kapos? : secrets of happy family : series
1. Philippines : CSM Publishing. 40767 FIL 306.85 L313k 2014
Nagbibigay aral kung paano maging masaya ang isang pamilya.
Lee-Chua, Q. N., Sison-Dionisio, M. I., Fernandez, N. C. & Alignay,
M. S. (2013). Growing up wired : raising Pinoy kids in the
digital age. Mandaluyong City : Anvil Publishing Inc.
40873 FIL 302.231 L477g 2013
Answers common questions on raising Filipino kids today.
Leung-Yao, E. S. (1998). 10 keys to college success. Manila : OMF
Literature Inc. 40770 FIL 378.198 L652t 1998
Shares guidelines on studying and helps you evaluate your study
habits.

Licauco, J. T. & Quirino, C. (2013). Super mind, super body.
Mandaluyong City : Anvil Publishing, Inc.
40887 FIL 615.852 L698s 2013
Explores the ways one can have a super mind, super body and
shares the authors' expertise that may well become the ultimate guide
for living well and looking good.
Lush, J. (2009). Women and stress : practical ways to manage tension.
Manila : Lighthouse. 40802 FIL 155.9042 L969w 2009
Shows you how to deal with stress that is unique to women in
healthy, productive ways and examine troublesome emotions and show how
to manage tension with practical, tried and true methods gained from
research, personal experience and enlightening case studies.
Mcintosh, R. (2007). The greatest secret : God's law of attraction for
lasting happiness, fulfillment, health and abundance in life.
Manila : Shepherd House Publishers. 40784 FIL 248.4 M152g 2007
Shows you how to practically and intentionally change your
thinking, transform your heart, increase the manifestation of your
faith, and make your God-given dreams come true.
Mason, J. L. (2010). Let go of whatever makes you stop. Manila :
Lighthouse Books. 40797 FIL 248.4 M399l 2010
Exposes the root causes of frustrations and excite you to excel
with principles that guarantee fulfillment and provides valuable
thoughts, quotes and scriptural truths that enligthen, enliven and
enrich life.
Mason, J. (2011). Believe you can : the power of a positive attitude.
Manila : Lifebooks. 40795 FIL 248.4 M399b 2011
Presents articles to embrace a positive attitude so that you can
reach your potential, dare to reach beyond yourself and don't let
regrets replace your dreams.
Maxwell, J. C. (2015). Attitude 101 : mga dapat malaman ng bawat
leader. Manila : OMF Literature, Inc. 40771 FIL 158.1 M465a 2015
Mangingibabaw ka sa mga attitude issues at matutunan mong makita
kung paano naaapektuhan ng attitude ng isang tao ang kanyang
performance at magkaroon ng attitude na nakakatulong sa leader na
sumulong sa next level.
Maxwell, J. C. (2015). Self-improvement 101 : mga dapat malaman ng
bawat leader. Manila : OMF Literature, Inc.
40773 FIL 158.1 M465s 2015
Magbibigay ng mga kailangang malaman ng mga leaders para
makapagpatuloy sila sa pag-abot sa execellence saan man sila naroroon o
ano man ang ginagawa nila.
Montemayor, F. M. (1994). Ethics : the philosophy of life. National
Book Store, Inc. 40884 FIL 170 M777e 1994
Includes a brief discussion of the history of ethics, oriental
ethics centering on the moral philosophy of Confucius and contains a
more detailed account of the moral philosophy of Aristotle and Aquinas.
Navarro-Palomo, R. M. (2013). 25 ways to talk to God : strategies
that will ignite your prayer life. Quezon City : God-Talks
Publications. 40788 FIL 248.3 N322t 2013
Shows how to deepen your walk with God through prayer.
Ocampo, A. R. (2012). Rizal without the overcoat : in commemoration of
Jose Rizal's 150th birth anniversary. Mandaluyong City : Anvil
Publishing Inc. 40874 FIL 959.902 O15r 2012
Presents collections of journalistic essays on Rizal from Ambeth
Ocampo's column "Looking Back."
Pedrajas, T. P. (2014). Personality enrichment program workbook : spend
a little time on yourself... you're worth it!. Mandaluyong City :
Books Atbp. Publishing Corp. 40133 FIL 158.1 P371p 2014
Intends to assist reader to know and to accept the total self, to

identify the most immediate and long-term goals in the College
Department as to recognize the vision in life.
Rasing, M. (2014). May powers ka to be #super epic. Manila : OMF
Literature, Inc. 40774 FIL 248 R222m 2014
Nanghihikayat sa mga kabataan ngayon na baguhin ang mundo tungo
sa kabutihan.
Resurreccion, R. (2004). Called to excel : developing a passion for
excellence in your workplace. Makati City : Church Strengthening
Ministry, Inc. 40805 FIL 174.0599 R429c 2004
Presses the case for the Filipino's grand destiny to stand out
among his global peers and starts with the individual's personal
resolve to be excellent in his profession or calling, to pay the high
price for it, and to have the best motivation for doing so.
Roberto, M. Q. (2014). He can catch you when you fall : the continuing
life story of Miriam Quiambao. Makati City : Cross Over Books.
40808 FIL 920.0082 R639h 2014
Shares the inspirational inside story of how Miriam Quiambao
stripped, fell into life's many black holes, and eventually got picked
and lifted up by a loving, gracious God.
Salonga, C. C. (2013). More happiness : 100 ways to a happier life.
Manila : Eres Printing Corporation. 40789 FIL 158.1 S175m 2014
Shows how you will get more happiness you deserve.
Salonga, C. C. (2014). Happier self : 365 means to a better life.
Manila : Eresbooks Publishing, Inc. 40790 FIL 158.1 S175h 2014
Provides a road map to a better life.
Salonga, C. C. (2014). Happiness for life : your guide to real,
complete and lasting joy. Manila : Eresbooks Publishing, Inc.
40791 FIL 248.482 S175h 2014
Explains to you that the world is here to supply you with
abundant joy and reminds you that you are loved first and that you
matter, happiness is a choice and God desires for your happiness here
and in the hereafter.
Sanders, K. (2008). Basta lovelife : making wise relationship
decisions. Makati City : Church Strengthening Ministry.
40775 FIL 248.4 S215b 2008
Answers your most frequently asked questions about love, sex and
relationships.
San Miguel, J. G.(2015). People smart : personality and soft skills
development for workplace success (2nd ed). Quezon City : C & E
Publishing, Inc. 40543 FIL 650.13 S194p 2015
Opens each unit with a short, engaging case study, allowing for
the development of critical thinking skills and help students identify
their own personal improvement areas.
Wilkerson, D. (2011). Have you felt like giving up lately?. Manila :
Lighthouse Books. 40779 FIL 248.4 W681h 2011
Provides reassuring measures to overcome problems and let God
heal the wounds, restore the faith and give genuine lasting peace.
Words to warm a teacher's heart. (2012). Makati City : Shepherd House
Publishers. 40783 FIL 082 W924 2012
Provides heartwarming quotes, verses, tributes and words of
gratitude especially for teachers who give so much of their heart and
soul.
Zaide, G. F. & Zaide, S. M. (2013). Jose Rizal : buhay, mga ginawa at
mga sinulat ng isang henyo, manunulat, syentipiko at pambansang
bayani. Quezon City : All-Nations Pub. 40883 FIL 920.71 Z21j 2013
Naghahangad na mapalaganap ang tungkol sa buhay ng pambansang
bayani at kanyang mga ideya bilang isang paraan para gisingin ang
damdaming makabayan ng ating kababayan.

FILIPINO
Almario, V. S. (2006). Pag-unawa sa ating pagtula : pagsusuri at
kasaysayan ng panulaang Filipino. Pasig City : Anvil Publishing.
40878 FIL 899.211109 A445p 2006
Koleksiyon ng mga pagbasa ni Almario sa iba't ibang piraso ng
tula, mula sa mga halimbawa ng sinaunang tula hanggang sa mga tula ng
makata sa kasalukuyan, ngunit sa paraang pinag-uugnay ang mga tula
bilang bahagi ng naging daloy at pagsulong ng kasaysayang pampanulaan
ng Filipinas.
Casanova, A. P. (2011). Klasrum drama : mga anyo ng dulaan para sa
paaralan. Mandaluyong City : Anvil Publishing, Inc.
40900 FIL 899.211 C334k 2011
Provides rules and guidelines for developing different genres of
theater in the classroom.
Decal-Mendoza, E. (2009). Pabigkas at pasulat na pakikipagtalastasan :
tula deklamasyon, talumpati, kuwento, balagtasan at debate
(Binagong edisyon). Mandaluyong City : National Book Store.
40906 FIL 499.2111 D291p 2009
Inaasahang ito ay magiging malaking ambag para sa kaalaman at
pagsasanay sa pasulat at pabigkas na pakikipagtalastasan.
Morales-Nuncio, E., Nuncio, R. V., Valenzuela, R. F., AlcantaraMalabuyoc, V. & Dealino-Gragasin, J. M. (2014). Makabagong
Filipino sa nagbabagong panahon : batayang aklat sa kapakipakinabang na komunikasyon sa ika-21 siglo (Filipino 1). Quezon
City : C & E Publishing, Inc. 40539 FIL 499.211 M828m 2014
Inihahanda ng batayang aklat na ito ang mga estudyante sa
realidad ng pagbabago sa kahalagahan ng mabisa, matalino, at kapakipakinabang na komunikasyon sa ika-21 siglo.
Morales-Nuncio, E., Nuncio, R. V., Dealino-Gragasin, J. M., Valenzuela,
R. F. & Alcantara-Malabuyoc, V. (2015). Makabuluhang Filipino sa
Iba't-ibang pagkakataon : batayang aklat sa pagbasa, pagsulat, at
pananaliksik sa antas pangkolehiyo (Filipino 2) (Rebisadong
Edisyon). Quezon City : C & E Publishing, Inc.
40538 FIL 499.211 M828m 2015
Nakatuon upang iakma ang kahusayang pangkomunikasyon ng mga
estudyante sa pangangailangan ng lipunang kanilang ginagalawan at ng
industriya sakaling sila'y maging empleyado.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Aduana, N. L. (2015). Financial statements : preparation, presentation,
analysis, and interpretation. Quezon City : C & E Publishing,
Inc. 40563 FIL 657.3 A244f 2015
Discusses the different accounting concepts and the traditional
methods of analyzing and interpreting the information contained in the
financial statements.
Aduana, N. L. (2015). Financial statements : preparation, presentation,
analysis, and interpretation. Quezon City C & E Publishing, Inc.
40902 FIL 657.3 A244f 2015
Discusses the different accounting concepts and the traditional
methods of analyzing and interpreting the information contained in the
financial statements.
Fraser, L. M. & Ormiston, A. (2013). Understanding financial statements
(10th ed.). Boston : Pearson. 40141 657.3 F841u 2013
Includes examples relating to ongoing financial turmoil, the
evidence of corporate fraud, the rash of major corporate failures and
the staggering collapse of financial markets and present the material
in a manner that is accessible, readable, and relevant in order to help
readers make practical sense of complex financial information.

Mayo, H. B. (2015). Basic finance : an introduction to institutions,
management and investments (10th ed.). Andover : Cengage
Learning. 40568 FIL 332 M473b 2015
Introduces the three areas of the finance discipline and provides
with breadth of knowledge of finance.
Pagoso, C. M. (2010). Money, credit and banking. Manila : Rex Book
Store. 40886 FIL 332.1 P128m 2010
Presents the concept in simple, straightforward and interesting
manners about money, banking and credit.
GENERAL INTEREST
Chapman, G. (2009). Love is a verb. Minneapolis, Minnesota : Bethany
House Publishers. 40785 177.7 C466l 2009
Contains compilation of inspiring true stories of lives changed
by love.
Daly, J. (2007). Finding home : an imperfect path to faith and family.
Colorado, Springs, CO USA : David C. Cook.
40803 277.3083092 D153f 2007
Describes the author's experiences how he overcame his childhood
living in a broken home and developed a philosophy of survival that led
him to become the president and CEO of Focus on the Family.
Ferrante, J. (2014). Seeing sociology : core modules
(International ed.). Australia : Wadsworth Cengage Learning.
40450 301 F373s 2014
Illustrates the relevance of sociology to daily life through the
use of everyday images and photos and emphasizes such contemporary
topics as tattoos and body piercing as expressions of identity,
commercialization of childhood, human-animal relationships, and more.
Hales, S. D. (2013). This is philosophy : an introduction. West Sussex,
UK : Wiley-Blackwell. 40451 100 H167t 2013
Offers an engagingly written introduction to philosophical
concepts that include ethics, the existence of God, free will, personal
identity, philosophy of mind, and epistemology and conveys the
excitement and importance of philosophy while explaining difficult
concepts clearly.
HOTEL AND RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT / CULINARY ARTS
Brown, A. (2015). Understanding food principles and preparation
(5th ed.). Australia : Cengage Learning. 40134 641.3 B877u 2015
Brings together the most current information in food science,
nutrition, and food service and provides students with a broad
foundation to launch a career in any of these food-related fields.
Cabulay, D. A. & Carpio, C. P. (2009). Smart guide to apprenticeship
and practicum training : a comprehensive manual for accountancy,
business, hospitality management and tourism students, educators
and industry mentors. Manila : Rex Book Store.
40879 FIL 658.312404 C117s 2009
Covers a wide range of topics that deals with apprenticeship and
practicum training.
LAW
Aquino, T. B. (2014). Essentials of insurance law. Manila : Rex Book
Store. 41002 FIL 346.086 A657e 2014
Contains the essentials of insurance laws, rules and
jurisprudence. It will prepare law students and leagl practitioners for
a more intensive training on the intricacies of the insurance industry.
Bernardo, N. F. & Bernardo, O. B. (2014). Philawsophia : philosophy and
theory of law. Manila : Rex Book Store.
40998 FIL 340.1 B521p 2014

Discussed perrenial legal issues on what makes a good law and law
in relation to power, morality, justice, economics, freedom and duty.
Cabulay, D. A. & Aldeguer, C. (2014). Philippine tourism laws. Manila :
Rex Book Store. 40994 FIL 344.103 C117p 2014
Provides a serious look at the different laws affecting the
Philippine tourism industry hoping that it will serve as a working
guide to students, teachers and professionals in their daily conduct.
Chavez, J. L. (2014). Transportation laws simplified : a guide to
passing the bar : vol. V. Manila : Rex Book Store.
40997 Fil. 343.599093 C512t 2014
Aims to simplify the wide range of transportation laws, that by a
fleeting look, the appreciation and comprehension of these laws are now
reachable. Provisions and related jurisprudence are positioned in
consonance with the bar syllabus.
De Leon, H. S. (2014). Comments and cases on obligations and contracts.
Manila : Rex Book Store. 41006 FIL 346.02 D346c 2014
Serves as a basic text for law students in Obligations and
Contracts. Also includes the Civil Code provisions on natural
obligations and estoppel.
De Leon, H. S. & De Leon, H. M. (2014). The law on public officers and
election law (8th ed.). Manila : Rex Book Store.
41000 FIL 342.047 D346l 2014
Contains discussion on Administrative law, with cases that
illustrates legal rules and principles.
De Leon, H. S. & De Leon, H. M. (2011). Comments and cases on property
(5th ed.). Manila : Rex Book Store.
40999 FIL 346.59904 D346c 2011
Contains all aspects of every legal provisions pertaining to
property. Examples of cases are provided in order for students to
comprehend and understand fully the concept.
De Leon, H. S. & De Leon H. M. (2014). The insurance code of the
Philippines. Manila : Rex Book Store.
40995 FIL 346.599086 D346i 2014
Deals with the concept of insurance and how it is treated in the
Philippines. It also aims to present a simplified, correlated treatment
of the law insurance embodied in PD no. 612 otherwise known as "The
Insurance Code".
Dimaampao, J. B. (2015). Tax principles and remedies (5th ed.).
Manila : Rex Book Store. 41005 FIL 343.59904 D528t 2015
Discusses the exemption from taxation granted to charitable
institutions, to various instrumentalities of the national government
and to non-stock and non-profit educational institutions. It also
includes the compendious discussion on the Doctrine Supremacy of the
National Government over Local Government.
Dizon, T. S. (2015). Updates in legal ethics. Manila : Rex Book Store.
41003 FIL 174.3 D619u 2015
Aims to appraise the lawyers, non-lawyers and students of law on
the latest rules, trends and cases on the Legal Profession. It also
serves as a handy, practical and valuable reference material.
Lora, T. D. (2014). The 2013 batas kasambahay. Manila : Rex Book Store.
40993 FIL 346.0599 L865t 2014
Unravels a landmark development, teh passage of the Kasambahay
Law, which every kasambahay and the employer should know by heart. It
elevates the status of domestic helpers or servants to domestic
workers.
Mamalateo, V. C. (2014). Reviewer on taxation (5th ed.). Manila : Rex
Book Store. 40996 FIL 343.0599 M263r 2014

Covers, a.) General Principles in Taxation; b) Taxes Under the
National Internal Code, c)Taxes Under the Local Government Code, and d)
Tariff and Duties under the Tariff and Custom Codes.
Riano, W. B. (2014). Civil procedure. Manila : Rex Book Store.
40992 FIL 347.59905 R481c 2014
Prepared primarily for the law students and the bar reviewees as
an aid to passing the annual bat examinations. Its scope discloses no
pretensions of being an exhaustive discussion of every procedural
principle.
Santiago, M. D. (2015). Rules of court annotated. Manila : Rex Book
Store. 40990 FIL 347.599051 S235r 2015 vol. 1
Illustrates the dynamics between Congress and the Supreme Court
in designing a Philippine legal tradition.
Sta. Maria, M. S. (2015). Persons and family relations (6th ed.).
Manila : Rex Book Store. 41001 FIL 346 S783p 2015
Provides a useful reference for the understanding of the
essentials of Person and Family Relations Law.
Sualog, C. V. T. (2015). Construction and interpretation of the laws
(1st ed.). Manila : Rex Book Store.
40989 FIL 340.1 S256c 2015
Consist of examples and illustrations of the different rules,
legal maxims, doctrines, principles and tools of statutory or
constitutional construction and interpretation of law based on
Philippine jurisprudence.
Ungos, P. D. & Ungos, P. III. (2015). The fundamentals of labor law
review. Manila : Rex Book Store.
40988 FIL 344.01 P328f 2015
Comprehensively discussed topics about labor law that would
surely help every law student and bar candidates.
Villanueva, C. L. & Tiansay-Villanueva, T. S. (2013). Philippine
corporate law. Manila : Rex Book Store.
40991 FIL 346.599066 V718p 2013
Includes developments on jurisprudence and provides for a
completely new version of Chapter 14 on Corporate Rehabilitation,
Insolvency and Liquidation.
LEGAL MANAGEMENT
De Leon, H. S. (2013). The law on partnerships and private corporations
(2013 ed.). Manila : Rex Book Store.
40881 FIL 346.0682 D346l 2013
Discusses the law and principles governing partnership and
private corporations; the pertinent provisions of the civil code and
corporation code as well as those of related statutes are correlated
for easy understanding.
Heard, B. J. (2013). Forensic ballistics in court : interpretation and
presentation of firearms evidence. UK : Wiley-Blackwell.
40139 363.2562 H435f 2013
Approaches the subject in terms of the realities of case work,
opening with a clear and illustrated explanation of the correct
nomenclature for various weapon types and their parts.
Pollock, J. M. (2014). Ethical dilemmas and decisions in criminal
justice (8th ed.). Australia : Wadsworth Cengage Learning.
40140 174.3 P776e 2014
Offers comprehensive, balanced, and practical coverage of ethics
across all three arms of the criminal justice system: the police, the
courts, and corrections. This text provides a wealth of hands-on
exercises as well as such insightful features such as "In the News"
boxes spotlighting recent examples of misconduct.
MARKETING

Lee, N. R. & Kotler, P. (2011). Social marketing : influencing
behaviors for good (4th ed.). Los Angeles : Sage.
40984 40985 41077 658.8 L477s 2011
Examines how social marketing can be used as a strategy for
changing behavior and highlights successful social change campaigns
that have been launched by governments, by a combination of governments
and citizens, and by citizens themselves.
MATH
Baltazar, E. C. M., Dy, A. L. M. & Vidar, M. A. (2014). Plane and
spherical trigonometry : text/workbook. Quezon City : C & E
Publishing, Inc. 40556 FIL 516.24 B197p 2014
Provides a wide array of exercises with different difficulty
levels, specifically designed to reinforce the earlier lesson, and
sometimes, to introduce the next topic.
Domingo, A. C., Dimasuay, L. B., Lawas, V. M., Lubag, S. P. & Almonte,
Velimor D. (2015). Worktext in college trigonometry (2nd ed.).
Quezon City : C & E Publishing, Inc. 40559 FIL 516.24 D671w 2015
Provides students an overview of the fundamental principles of
trigonometry essential for higher mathematics courses and tackles
straightforwardly basic and advanced trigonometric concepts that range
from algebraic functions to circular and inverse circular functions.
Gison-Salamat, L., Cruz-Sta Maria, A. & Regacho-Sevilla, M. (2008).
Business mathematics : text/workbook (3rd ed.). Mandaluyong
City : National Book Store, Inc. 40888 FIL 511.8 G535b 2008
Gives more problems depicting everyday business and finances,
thus enabling them to have an early exposure to business affairs.
Larson, R. & Edwards, B. H. (2015). Calculus (10th ed.). Andover :
Cengage Learning. 40553 515 L318c 2015
Introduces new features and provide you with the tools you need
to master calculus.
Mateo, R. R., Bataclan, N. A. & Bunag, E. S. (2013). Plane and solid
mensuration : worktext. Quezon City : C & E Publishing, Inc.
40555 FIL 513 M425p 2013
Discusses the basic concepts, postulates, theorems, and
terminologies essential to the study of mensuration and contains
practical exercises and activity sheets adapted to the Philippine
setting to assess the knowledge and skills of students in analyzing
problems.
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING
Fundamentals of software engineering. (2014). New York : McGraw-Hill.
40547 005.1 F981 2014
Provides the exact resources you need and contains specialized
content required for the course.
Gindis, E. (2014). Up and running with AutoCAD 2015 : 2D and 3D drawing
and modeling. Amsterdam : Elsevier. 40581 620.00420285 G492u 2014
Provides a combination of step-by-step instruction, examples, and
insightful explanations and emphasis from the beginning is on core
concepts and practical application of AutoCAD in architecture,
engineering, and design.
Kundu, P., Cohen, I. M. & Dowling, D. R. (2012). Fluid mechanics
(5th ed.). Amsterdam : Elsevier. 40588 620.106 K95f 2012
Guides students from the fundamentals to the analysis and
application of fluid mechanics, including compressible flow and such
diverse applications as aerodynamics and biofluid mechanics.
Software engineering. (2014). New York : McGraw-Hill.
40540 005.1 S681 2014

Discusses a comprehensive spectrum of software engineering
techniques and shows how they can be applied in practical software
projects.
PSYCHOLOGY
Hernandez-Kahayon, A. & Villacarlos-Berba, M. R. T. (2004). Psychology
towards a new millennium. Mandaluyong City : National Book Store.
40905 FIL 150 H557p 2004
Introduces new format with varied questions and problems on biopsychological and socio-cultural concerns and envisions a linkage of
the traditional with the radical discoveries that are revolutionizing
our set beliefs like cloning, stem cells, birthing, biological clocks,
motives and the like.
REFERENCE
Bioethics : volume 1 : A-B. (2014). (4th ed.). Farming Hills, Mich :
Gale Cengage Learning. 40810 REF 174.203 B615 2014 v. 1
Offers hundreds of revisions or addenda to entries from previous
editions as well as over 100 new or rewritten entries on topics such as
key cases in bioethics, the human biome, genetically modified foods,
emergency preparedness and response, social justice, sustainability,
chemical warfare and torture, among many others. Revised articles will
explain the events as well as legislation changes of the past decade.
Bioethics : volume 2 : C-E. (2014). (4th ed.). Farming Hills, Mich :
Gale Cengage Learning. 40811 REF 174.203 B615 2014 v. 2
Offers hundreds of revisions or addenda to entries from previous
editions as well as over 100 new or rewritten entries on topics such as
key cases in bioethics, the human biome, genetically modified foods,
emergency preparedness and response, social justice, sustainability,
chemical warfare and torture, among many others. Revised articles will
explain the events as well as legislation changes of the past decade.
Bioethics : volume 3 : F-I. (2014). (4th ed.). Farming Hills, Mich :
Gale Cengage Learning. 40812 REF 174.203 B615 2014 v. 3
Offers hundreds of revisions or addenda to entries from previous
editions as well as over 100 new or rewritten entries on topics such as
key cases in bioethics, the human biome, genetically modified foods,
emergency preparedness and response, social justice, sustainability,
chemical warfare and torture, among many others. Revised articles will
explain the events as well as legislation changes of the past decade.
Bioethics : volume 4 : J-O. (2014). (4th ed.). Farming Hills, Mich :
Gale Cengage Learning. 40813 REF 174.203 B615 2014 v. 4
Offers hundreds of revisions or addenda to entries from previous
editions as well as over 100 new or rewritten entries on topics such as
key cases in bioethics, the human biome, genetically modified foods,
emergency preparedness and response, social justice, sustainability,
chemical warfare and torture, among many others. Revised articles will
explain the events as well as legislation changes of the past decade.
Bioethics : volume 5 : P-R. (2014). (4th ed.). Farming Hills, Mich :
Gale Cengage Learning. 40814 REF 174.203 B615 2014 v. 5
Offers hundreds of revisions or addenda to entries from previous
editions as well as over 100 new or rewritten entries on topics such as
key cases in bioethics, the human biome, genetically modified foods,
emergency preparedness and response, social justice, sustainability,
chemical warfare and torture, among many others. Revised articles will
explain the events as well as legislation changes of the past decade.
Bioethics : volume 6 : S-Z. (2014). (4th ed.). Farming Hills, Mich :
Gale Cengage Learning. 40809 REF 174.203 B615 2014 v. 6
Offers hundreds of revisions or addenda to entries from previous
editions as well as over 100 new or rewritten entries on topics such as
key cases in bioethics, the human biome, genetically modified foods,
emergency preparedness and response, social justice, sustainability,

chemical warfare and torture, among many others. Revised articles will
explain the events as well as legislation changes of the past decade.
Peters, B. G. & Pierre, J. (Eds.). (2012). The Sage handbook of public
administration (Concise and 2nd ed.). Los Angeles : Sage.
Reference. 40138 REF 351 S129 2012
Focuses on the utility of scholarly theory and the extent to
which government practices inform the development of this theory, and
provides a complete review and guide to past and present knowledge in
the field.
Reynolds, C. R., Vannest, K. J. & Fletcher-Janzen, E. (Eds.). (2014).
Encyclopedia of special education : a reference for the education
of children, adolescents, and adults with disabilities and other
exceptional individuals : volume 1 : A-C (4th ed.). Hoboken, New
Jersey : John Wiley and Sons. 40651 REF 371.903 E56 2014 v. 1
Captures the terms, individuals, laws and societal movements of
more than 4 decades of special education and chronicles the evolution
of special education.
Reynolds, C. R., Vannest, K. J. & Fletcher-Janzen, E. (Eds.). (2014).
Encyclopedia of special education : a reference for the education
of children, adolescents, and adults with disabilities and other
exceptional individuals : volume 2 : D-J (4th ed.). Hoboken, New
Jersey : John Wiley and Sons. 40650 REF 371.903 E56 2014 v. 2
Captures the terms, individuals, laws and societal movements of
more than 4 decades of special education and chronicles the evolution
of special education.
Reynolds, C., Vannest, K. J. & Fletcher-Janzen, E. (Eds.). (2014).
Encyclopedia of special education : a reference for the education
of children, adolescents, and adults with disabilities and other
exceptional individuals : volume 3 : K-P (4th ed.). Hoboken, New
Jersey : John Wiley and Sons. 40649 REF 371.903 E56 2014 v. 3
Captures the terms, individuals, laws and societal movements of
more than 4 decades of special education and chronicles the evolution
of special education.
Reynolds, C. R., Vannest, K. J. & Fletcher-Janzen, E.(Eds.). (2014).
Encyclopedia of special education : a reference for the education
of children, adolescents, and adults with disabilities and other
exceptional individuals : volume 4 : Q-Z (4th ed.). Hoboken, New
Jersey : John Wiley and Sons. 40648 REF 371.903 E56 2014 v. 4
Captures the terms, individuals, laws and societal movements of
more than 4 decades of special education and chronicles the evolution
of special education.
RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
Farrel, B. & Farrel, P. (2009). The marriage code. Eugene, Oregon :
Harvest House Publishers. 40778 248.844 F245m 2009
Presents ideas for breaking through barriers so couples can
connect at a richer and deeper level.
Minirth, F. & Minirth, M. A. (2005). Secrets of a strong marriage.
Manila : Lighthouse Books. 40804 248.844 M665s 2005
Reveals the ninety-nine secrets that are key to a long and happy
union and shows dangerous trends and a few popular ideas that can do
more harm than good within a relationship.
Nabor-Nery, M. I. P. & Nery, J. C. Sr. (Ed.). (2010). Christian
morality and ethics. Mandaluyong City : National Bookstore.
40880 FIL 241 N117c 2010
Focuses on students wandering attention on contemporary ethical
and moral issues underscored with the damage irrevocably done to real
people and culture.
Tripp, T. & Tripp, M. (2008). Instructing a child's heart. Wapwallopen,
Pennsylvania : Shepherd Press. 40800 204.41 T836i 2008

Provides insights that will shape our parenting style and will
have direct impact on our children and help them avoid all the
behavioristic manipulation and threatening that sadly marked our
parenting.
Warren, R. (2012). The purpose driven life : what on Earth am I here
for? (Expanded ed.). Grand Rapids, Michigan : Zondervan.
40796 248.4 W292p 2012
Helps you understand why you are alive and God's amazing plan for
you, both here and now, and for eternity.
SCIENCES
Stoker, H. S. (2015). Biochemistry (2nd ed.). Andover : Cengage
Learning. 40566 572 S863b 2015
Deals with biochemicals topics, that is, subjects associated with
the chemistry of living systems.
SOCIAL STUDIES
Agoncillo, T. A. (1990). History of the Filipino people (8th ed.).
Quezon City : C & E Publishing.
40981 40982 40983 FIL 959.9 A275h 1990
Offers Philippine history with the same sense of purpose that had
marked the late professor's works.
Alvarez, R. C. & Ditchella, M. J. (2014). Asya noon at ngayon. Quezon
City : C & E Publishing, Inc. 40557 FIL 950 A473a 2014
Tinatalakay at binibigyang-liwanag ng librong ito ang heograpiya,
kasaysayan, kultura at iba pang aspekto ng buhay Asyano mula sa
sinaunang mga kabihasnan hanggang sa kasalukuyang mga bansang bumubuo
sa Asya.
Halili, M. C. N. (2010). Philippine history (2nd ed.). Manila : Rex
Bookstore Inc. 40882 FIL 959.5 H172p 2010
Provides information and assessment about Philippine history
based on known facts and latest findings gathered by researchers and
historians.
Pasigui, R. E. & Cabalu, D. H. (2015). Jose Rizal : the man and the
hero : chronicles, legacies and controversies (2nd ed.).
Quezon City : C & E. Publishing, Inc. 40552 FIL 920.71 P282j 2015
Provides adequate amount of essential area content, concepts and
topics and intellectual/thinking skills such as argumentation, problem
solving, reconciling opposing views, and inferring one's own
conclusion.
SPECIAL COLLECTION
Fernandez, W. & Besa-Roxas, M. (Ed.). (2013). Wili Fernandez :
designer. Manila : De La Salle University Publishing House.
40817 SP 729 F363w 2013
Consists of designs made by Wili Fernandez and associates.
TOURISM
Hicks, N. (2010). Presenting the Philippines : a journey through the
archipelago. England : John Beaufoy Publishing.
40890 FIL 915.990448 H631p 2010
Provides an informative, entertaining text, distinctive and
highly-personal photography of wide-ranging introduction to the many
faces of the Philippines for resident and visitor alike.
Waugh, D. (2014). The new wider world (3rd ed.). United Kingdom :
Oxford University Press. 40131 910 W354n 2014
Gives students the support they need to develop their
geographical knowledge and understanding and offers the same quality of
content and presentation as previous editions.

GRADE SCHOOL
CHRISTIAN LIVING
Anderson, L. (2010). The games Bible : over 300 games-the rules, the
gear, the strategies. New York : Workman Publishing.
18095 Gen 220.07 A548g 2010
A comprehensive compendium celebrating the old-fashioned pleasure
of pure play.
Buford, M. (1994). The gospel for children : 34 evangelistic Bible
studies. Makati City : Church Strengthening Ministry.
17791 Fil 220 B929g 1994
Emmerson-Hicks, J. (2012). The illustrated children's Bible. Bath :
North Parade Publishing. 18098 Gen 220.9 E53i 2012
EASY BOOKS
Alma, R. (2013). May darating na trak bukas. Quezon City : Adarna
House, Inc. 18194 E A444m 2013
Barnett, S. Playing with friends. New Delhi : Pegasus.
17769 17915 E B259p
Barnett, S. Down in the grass. New Delhi : Pegasus. 17897 E B259d
Barnett, S. My home. New Delhi : Pegasus. 17901 E B259m
Barnett, S. In the tent. New Delhi : Pegasus. 17902 E B259i
Barnett, S. Helping others. New Delhi : Pegasus. 17912 E B259h
Barnett, S. In the garden. New Delhi : Pegasus. 17914 E B259i
De, T. Off to a picnic. New Delhi : Pegasus. 17760 E D278o
Eaves, K. (2014). Anna's encounters. Quebec : Phidal Publishing, Inc.
18046 E E14a 2014
Eaves, K. (2014). Anna and the adventurous princess. Quebec : Phidal
Publishing, Inc. 18047 E E14a 2014
Eaves, K. (2014). Elsa, queen of Arendelle. Quebec : Phidal Publishing,
Inc. 18048 E E14e 2014
Narang, M. The big fight of Oley and Dan. New Delhi : Pegasus.
17848 E N218b
Narang, M. Joey is a big kangaroo!. New Delhi : Pegasus.
17905 E N218j
The little mermaid. [place of publication not identified] : [publisher
not identified]. 17920 E L778
West, T. & Noll, K. (2005). All things bright and beautifly. New York :
Scholastic Inc. 17412 E P749 2005
Ash and friends arrive in Rustboro City ready for battle. But
they soon learn that there are more important things than a powerful
attack.
FICTION
Allen, E. (2013). Anna's icy adventure. New York : Golden Books.
17844 Fic A425a 2013
Teaming up with an adventurer named Kristoff and his reindeer,
Sven, Princess Anna searches for her sister, Elsa, whose icy powers
have trapped the kingdom in eternal winter.

Almario, V. S. (2014). Si pagong at si matsing (7th ed.).Quezon City :
Adarna House. 18115 Fic A446p 2014
A story about two friends, a turtle and a monkey.
Almario, V. S. (2013). Si pilandok at ang manok na nangingitlog ng
ginto (5th ed.). Quezon City : Adarna House. 18116 Fic A446p 2013
Almario, V. S. (2012). Ang tikbalang : kung kabilugan ng buwan
(2nd ed.).Quezon City : Adarna House. 18201 Fic A446t 2012
A delightful glimpse of an often-feared creature of local
mythology.
Baglio, B. M. (2000). Riding the storm. New York : Scholastic Inc.
17852 Fic B146r 2000
The McGraths have arrived in the Bahamas. Jody can’t wait to see
some Atlantic spotted dolphins and maybe find out if the rumors about a
lost treasure ship are really true. But will a major tropical storm put
her plans on hold?
Beard, G. & Hutchins, H. (2002). The adventures of Super Diaper Baby :
the first epic novel. New York : Scholastic Inc.
18027 Fic B368a 2002
Bellen, C. (2014). Filemon mamon. Quezon City : Adarna House.
18212 Fic B441f 2014
The travails of an overweight child are playfully portrayed in
this humorous and witty story. His name says it all -- a taunt in
itself! But Filemon cares enough about playing a hero on stage someday
that he is willing to mend his ways. Without anyone realizing it, the
story has become an amusing lesson on healthy eating!
Bloom, P. (2013). The Heartlake adventure. London : Puffin Books.
17954 Fic B655h 2013
Bloom, P. (2013). The superstar concert. London : Puffin Books.
17955 Fic B655s 2013
When Andrea's favourite singer announces a concert in Heartlake
City, she's thrilled - maybe she'll get to sing with her idol? There's
only one problem: the girls have to compete to win tickets. Can they
work together to make Andrea's dream come true?
Bloom, P. (2014). Jungle rescue. London : Puffin Books.
17956 Fic B655j 2014
Bose, L. (2002). Una and Miguel. Quezon City : Adarna House.
18010 Fic B743u 2002
Calica, C. O. (2013). Good night, Lala. Quezon
18008 Fic C153g 2013

City : Adarna House.

Caroll, L. & Parthasarathy, M. K. (2012). Alice in wonderland. India :
Apple Books. 17853 Fic C319a 2012
A little girl falls down a rabbit hole and discovers a world of
nonsensical and amusing characters. Features twenty-four reproductions
of glass slides originally used in the mid-1880’s.
Cleary, B. (1981). Ramona Quimby, age 8. New York : Harper.
17657 Fic C623r 1981
Cleary, B. (1993). Dear Mr. Henshaw. New York : HaprerTrophy.
18023 Fic C623d 1993
In his letters to his favorite author, ten-year-old Leigh reveals
his problems in coping with his parents’ divorce, being the new boy in
school, and generally finding his own place in the world.
Coats, L. (2010). The beasts in the jar. London : Orion Children's
Books. 17820 Fic C652b 2010
Meet the Titans, Zeus, Hades and Pandora in the book of Greek
beasts and heroes.

Coelho, P. (2008). Brida : a novel. New York : Harper.
17826 Fic C672b 2008
The story of a young Irish girl who dives into sorcery and
experiments with different magical traditions. She meets a wise man who
dwells in a forest, who teaches her about overcoming her fears and
trusting in the goodness of the world; and a woman who teaches her how
to dance to the music of the world, and how to pray to the moon. As she
seeks her destiny, she struggles to find a balance between her
relationships and her desire to become a witch.
Coerr, E. (1977). Sadako and the thousand paper cranes. New York :
Puffin Books. 17825 Fic C672s 1977
Hospitalized with the dreaded atom bomb disease, leukemia, a
child in Hiroshima races against time to fold one thousand paper cranes
to verify the legend that by doing so a sick person will become
healthy.
Cowell, C. (2013). How to betray a dragon's hero. New York : Little,
Brown and Company. 17658 Fic C874h 2013
Hiccup is in hiding in the Murderous Mountains with the Company
of the Dragonmark, but he is determined to become King of the
Wilderwest by defeating the witch’s Vampire Spydragons and steal back
the King’s Things from Alvin the Treacherous.
Cowell, C. (2008). How to ride a dragon's storm : the heroic
misadventures of Hiccup the Viking. New York : Little, Brown and
Company. 18123 Fic C874h 2008
Hiccup, the reluctant Viking hero, has three months, five days,
and six hours to discover America, return to Berk, save his father,
battle Polarserpents, and win the annual Inter-Tribal Friendly Swimming
Race.
Dahl, R. (1991). The vicar of Nibbleswicke. New York : Puffin Books.
17758 Fic D131v 1991
The vicar’s speech impediment leads to holy hysteria in an
otherwise quiet country parish.
Dahl, R. (1998). Charlie and the great glass elevator. New York :
Puffin Books. 17796 Fic D131c 1998
Taking up where Charlie and the Chocolate Factory leaves off,
Charlie, his family, and Mr. Wonka find themselves launched into space
in the great glass elevator.
Dahl, R. (1998). Charlie and the great glass elevator. New York :
Puffin Books. 17824 Fic D131c 1998
Taking up where Charlie and the Chocolate Factory leaves off,
Charlie, his family, and Mr. Wonka find themselves launched into space
in the great glass elevator.
Dahl, R. (1984). Boy : tales of childhood. New York : Puffin Books.
17829 Fic D131b 1984
Where did Roald Dahl get all of his wonderful ideas for stories?
This is tales of Roald Dahl's own childhood.
Dahl, R. (1998). Fantastic Mr. Fox. New York : Puffin Books.
17830 Fic D131f 1998
The adventures of Mr. Fox and three mean farmers who want to
destroy the fox and his family.
Dahl, R. (1998). Charlie and the chocolate factory. New York : Puffin
Books. 17840 Fic D131c 1998
Each of five children lucky enough to discover an entry ticket
into Mr. Willy Wonka’s mysterious chocolate factory takes advantage of
the situation in his own way.
Dahl, R. (1982). The BFG. New York : Puffin Books. 18021 Fic D131b 1982
Kidsnatched from her orphanage by a BFG (Big Friendly Giant), who
spends his life blowing happy dreams to children, Sophie concocts with

him a plan to save the world from nine other man-gobbling cannybull
giants.
Dahl, R. (1985). The giraffe and the pelly and me. New York : Puffin
Books. 18055 Fic D131g 1985
A small boy with a desire to own a candy shop meets a windowwashing team of a giraffe, a pelican, and a monkey and together they go
to work for the wealthy Duke of Hampshire, who makes all their dreams
come true.
Damaso, M. C. (2014). Dragon breed : the siege of Rockfort : volume 2.
Quezon City : Precious Pages Corporation. 17947 Fic D155d 2014
De, T. Learning to cook. New Delhi : Pegasus. 17973 Fic D278l
De, T. My first pet. New Delhi : Pegasus. 17974 Fic D278m
Defoe, D. (2009). Robinson Crusoe. Manila : Lampara Books.
17649 Fic D314r 2009
Wanting to be more than just an ordinary witch, Heckie, whose
specialty is changing people into animals, settles in a small town
determined to use her powers for good purposes.
Defoe, D. & Parthasarathy, M. K. (2008). Robinson Crusoe. India : Apple
Books. 17938 Fic D314r 2008
Desuasido, R. (2013). Dalawang dagang bulag (3rd ed.). Quezon City :
Adarna House. 18209 Fic D478d 2013
Two blind mice run into many foes while out on an adventure.
Dickens, C. & Parthasarathy, M. K. (2008). Oliver twist. India : Apple
Books. 17858 Fic D549o 2008
The adventures of an orphan boy who lives in the squalid
surroundings of a nineteenth-century English workhouse until he becomes
involved with a gang of thieves.
Dixon, F. W. (1974). The phantom freighter. New York : Grosset &
Dunlap. 17647 Fic D621p 1974
When eccentric Thaddeus McClintock invites Frank and Joe Hardy to
accompany him on a sea voyage, the teen-age investigators become
entangled in a web of mystery. Who is trying to block the three from
securing reservations on freighter ships that carry passengers? Does
Mr. McClintock have unknown enemies? Or is there a sinister conspiracy
afoot to keep Frank and Joe from going on the trip? Is Captain
Harkness's.
Dizon, M. (2013). The girl and the goldfish. Quezon City : Precious
Pages Corporation. 17950 Fic D622g 2013
Estes, E. (2004). The hundred dresses. Orlando : Harcourt, Inc.
17978 Fic E79h 2004
In winning a medal she is no longer there to receive, a tightlipped little Polish girl teaches her classmates a lesson. Includes a
note from the author’s daughter, Helena Estes.
Farwell, N. (2014). Minecraft : redstone handook. London : Egmont.
18092 Fic F247m 2014
It's time to wire up and get connected to one of the most complex
areas of the Minecraft universe - Redstone. Minecraft experts guide you
through all aspects of working with Redstone, including: mining,
smelting, using repeaters, circuit components, and circuit designs.This
comprehensive guide also includes exclusive tips from game creator
'Notch', as well as some of the most extraordinary Redstone creations
ever made.
Fleischman, S. (1986). The whipping boy. New York : HarperTrophy.
18013 Fic F596w 1986

A bratty prince and his whipping boy have many adventures when
they inadvertently trade places after becoming involved with dangerous
outlaws.
Fontes, J. (2009). Captured by pirates. London : Lerner Books.
17965 Fic F682c 2009
Match your wits against a band of pirates on the high seas. You
decide whether to try to defeat them or to join them.
From the movie Disney Frozen : stories from Arendelle. (2015). Bath :
Parragon. 18019 18058 Fic F943 2015
Frozen. (2013). Bath : Parragon. 18044 18068 Fic F922 2013
Fujio, F. F. (2002). Doraemon : gadget cat from the future : volume 1.
Makati City : J Line Comics and Marketing Corporation.
17975 Fic F961d 2002
Fujio, F. F. (2002). Doraemon : gadget cat from the future : volume 2.
Makati City : J Line Comics and Marketing Corporation.
18056 Fic F961d 2002
Fujio, F. F. (1985). Doraemon : volume 32. Makati City : J Line Comics
and Marketing Corporation. 17864 Fic F961d 1985
Fujio, F. F. (1985). Doraemon : volume 33. Makati City : J Line Comics
and Marketing Corporation. 17865 Fic F961d 1985
Fujio, F. F. (1985). Doraemon : volume 34. Makati City : J Line Comics
and Marketing Corporation. 17866 Fic F961d 1985
Fujio, F. F. (1986). Doraemon : volume 35. Makati City : J Line Comics
and Marketing Corporation. 17867 Fic F961d 1986
Fujio, F.
and
Fujio, F.
and

F. (1985). Doraemon : volume
Marketing Corporation. 17868
F. (1987). Doraemon : volume
Marketing Corporation. 17870

37. Makati City : J Line Comics
17869 Fic F961d 1985
38. Makati City : J Line Comics
Fic F961d 1987

Fujio, F. F. (1989). Doraemon : volume 39. Makati City : J Line Comics
and Marketing Corporation. 17871 Fic F961d 1989
Fujio, F. F. (1974). Doraemon : volume 42. Makati City : J Line Comics
and Marketing Corporation. 17872 17873 Fic F961d 1974
Fujio, F. F. (1974). Doraemon : volume 43. Makati City : J Line Comics
and Marketing Corporation. 17874 17875 Fic F961d 1974
Fujio, F. F. (1974). Doraemon : volume 45. Makati City : J Line Comics
and Marketing Corporation. 17876 Fic F961d 1974
Gatmaitan, L. P. (2012). Ang ambisyosong istetoskop (2nd ed.). Quezon
City : Adarna House. 17740 Fic G261a 2012
Golding, W. (1954). Lord of the flies : a novel. New York : Penguin
Group. 18127 Fic G619l 1954
A group of boys, aged six to twelve, are marooned on a tropical
island after a plane crash. Their struggle to survive and impose order
quickly evolves from a battle against nature into a battle against
their own primitive instincts.
Gosho, A. (1994). Meitantei Conan = Detective Conan : volume 3. Makati
City : J Line Comics and Marketing Corporation.
17958 17959 Fic G676d 1994
Gosho, A. (1995). Meitantei Conan = Detective Conan : volume 4. Makati
City : J Line Comics and Marketing Corporation.
17960 Fic G676d 1995

Hale, S. (2014). A wonderlandiful world. New York : Little, Brown and
Company. 17980 Fic H164w 2014
When a mysterious being from Wonderland begins to infect Ever
After High with a strange magic, everything goes topsy-turvy. Lizzie
Hearts, Wonderland’s future queen; Cedar Wood, daughter of Pinocchio;
and Madeline Hatter, heir to the Mad Hatter’s Haberdashery & Tea
Shoppe, seem to be the only ones who haven’t completely lost their
heads. It’s up to them to save their best friends forever after from a
curse that threatens to give their school--and their lives--a very
unhappy ending.
Hale, S. (2014). The unfairest of them all. New York : Little, Brown
and Company. 17981 Fic H164u 2014
In the aftermath of Legacy Day, Raven Queen, reluctant leader of
the Rebels, and Apple White, head of the Royals, work together when an
Ever After High student, Maddie, gets in trouble, threatening all of
their Happily Ever Afters.
Hale, S. (2014). The storybook of legends. New York : Little, Brown and
Company. 17982 Fic H164s 2014
At Ever After High, a boarding school for the sons and daughters
of famous fairy-tale characters, students Apple White and Raven Queen
face the moment when they must choose whether to follow their
destinies, or change them.
Hiaasen, C. (2002). Hoot. New York : Alfred A. Knopf.
17828 Fic H623h 2002
Roy, who is new to his small Florida community, becomes involved
in another boy's attempt to save a colony of borrowing owls from a
proposed construction site.
Hicks, B. J. (2014). A sister more like me. Bath : Parragon.
18045 Fic H631s 2014
When they were very young, royal sisters Anna and Elsa were as
close as could be. But then everything changed, and now, they couldn’t
be more different. They agree on just one thing: they both wish they
had a sister more like them. Featuring the princesses of Disney’s
Frozen, this spirited look a sibling relationships is told in verse and
features beautiful illustrations by an artist from the film.
Holub, J. & Williams, S. (2013). Cassandra the lucky. New York :
Alladin. 17656 Fic H758g 2013
Despite the fact that no one ever believes her prophecies,
Cassandra is determined to help people make their own luck. When she
sends some special fortunes to the Mount Olympus Academy, the
prophecies come true, but in unexpected ways.
Holub, J. & Wiliams, S. (2010). Persephone the phony. New York :
Aladdin. 17833 17837 Fic H759p 2010
Despite the warnings of her friends at Mount Olympus Academy,
Persephone befriends bad-boy Hades, but following her mother’s advice
to "go along to get along" complicates her relationships with all of
them.
Holub, J. & Wiliams, S. (2013). Pheme the gossip. New York : Aladdin.
17891 Fic H759p 2013
Priding herself on having the most up-to-date information about
everyone at Mount Olympus Academy, gossipy Pheme sends VIP messages
that linger in cloud letters above her head, a habit that raises the
ire of her fellow goddesses.
Horowitz, A. (2010). Groosham grange. London : Walker Books.
18004 Fic H817g 2010
After being expelled from school, thirteen-year-old David Eliot
is sent to Groosham Grange, a spooky and sinister boarding school where
nothing seems quite right.
Ibbotson, E. (2001). Not just a witch. London : Macmillan Children's
Books. 18026 Fic I12n 2001

Wanting to be more than just an ordinary witch, Heckie, whose
specialty is changing people into animals, settles in a small town
determined to use her powers for good purposes.
Inoue, M. (2013). Gekijoban pocket monster Shinsoku no Genesect Mewtwo
Kakusei = Genesect and the legend awakened. Makati City : J Line
Comics and Marketing Corporation. 18009 Fic I58g 2013
After being gone for three hundred million years, the Poke´mon
Genesect reappears in the world. When a group of Genesect try to take
over the home of other Poke´mon, however, genetically modified MEwtwo
engages them in a fierce battle.
Johnson, P. (2010). Horror from the deep. London : Stripes.
17652 17939 Fic J68h 2010
Charlie is now a fully-fledged member of Spook Squad and as a
reward for solving two puzzling missions, he and his friend Lewis are
sent to Earth for a seaside holiday. But while they're there they come
to the aid of two young ghosts living on a shipwreck who are being
terrorised by a terrifying monster from the deep.
Johnson, P. (2010). Revenge of the stink-monster. London : Stripes.
17940 Fic J68r 2010
It's exam time at Spook School, and Charlie and Lewis's last exam
is their toughest: they have to solve a baffling and very spooky
mystery on Earth - in just twenty-four hours. A hotel is being plagued
by terrible smells and peculiar noises and terrifying the visitors.
Soon Charlie and Lewis come face to face with the strangest monster
yet!
Johnson, P. (2009). Lair of the mothman. London : Stripes.
17941 Fic J68l 2009
Charlie's not all pleased to find himself at Spook School - he
spent quite enough time at school when he was alive! But soon he proves
himself to be a pretty impressive spook and is invited to join the
Spook Squad, who are sent down to earth to investigate strange and
spooky goings on.
Johnson, P. (2009). Curse of the rat-beast. London : Stripes.
17942 Fic J68c 2009
Charlie is now a fully-fledged member of Spook Squad and ready
for his most puzzling mission yet - to investigate a rat which expands
as you watch it into a giant and terrifying monster! At first Charlie
and his friend, Lewis, think that they're dealing with a mysterious and
terrifying ghost, but they're in for a big surprise.
Jolley, D. (2009). Escape from Pyramid X. London : Lerner Books.
18012 Fic J75e 2009
An adventure story created by the reader in that he or she
chooses the direction of the plot.
Kelly, J. (2008). Never underestimate your dumbness. New York :
Scholastic Inc. 18020 Fic K29n 2008
Dear dumb diary, Isabella is probably right. She almost always
is. When I think back on all things I've seen Angeline do, the one
thing they have in common is that they're all dumb.
King-Smith, D. (2003). The golden goose. New York : Yearling.
17797 Fic K54g 2003
Farmer Skint and his family on Woebegone Farm have fallen on hard
times, but their luck changes with the arrival of a special golden
goose.
King-Smith, D. (2003). Clever lollipop. London : Walker Books.
17819 Fic K52c 2003
Lady Lollipop is no ordinary pig. She lives in the royal palace
with Princess Penelope and the King and Queen - and she's very clever.
She's very good at solving other people's problems too. But when she
needs a little magical help herself, it's time to call in the amazing
Collie Cob, the Conjuror.

King-Smith, D. (2000). Lady lollipop. London : Walker Books.
18007 Fic K52l 2000
Princess Penelope is a right royal brat. What would she like for
her birthday? "I wanna pig!" she yells. And she gets one. But Lollipop
is no ordinary pig. When people look into Lollipop's bright,
intelligent eyes, it seems to change them. For the better.
Kinney, J. (2014). Diary of a wimpy kid : the long haul. New York :
Amulet Books. 17789 Fic K55d 2014
The Heffley family road trip starts off full of promise, then
quickly takes several wrong turns--with everything from a fender bender
to crazed seagulls--but even the worst road trip can turn into an
adventure, and this is one the Heffleys will not soon forget.
Kinney, J. (2009). Diary of a wimpy kid : the last straw. New York :
Amulet Books. 17987 Fic K55d 2009
Middle-schooler Greg Heffley nimbly sidesteps his father’s
attempts to change Greg’s wimpy ways until his father threatens to send
him to military school.
Kinney, J. (2009). Diary of a wimpy kid : dog days. New York : Amulet
Books. 17988 Fic K55d 2009
In the latest diary of middle-schooler Greg Heffley, he records
his attempts to spend his summer vacation sensibly indoors playing
video games and watching television, despite his mother’s other ideas.
Kinney, J. (2011). Diary of a wimpy kid : cabin fever. New York :
Amulet Books. 17990 Fic K55d 2011
Greg struggles to stay on Santa’s ’nice’ list while snowed in
with the rest of the Heffley family in the days leading up to
Christmas.
Kinney, J. (2012). Diary of a wimpy kid : The third wheel. New York :
Amulet Books. 17991 Fic K55d 2012
A Valentine’s Day dance at Greg’s middle school has turned his
world upside down until an unexpected twist gives Greg a partner for
the dance and leaves his best friend Rowley the odd man out.
Kinney, J. (2014). Diary of a wimpy kid : hard luck. New York : Amulet
Books. 17992 18057 Fic K55d 2014
Greg Heffley’s on a losing streak. His best friend, Rowley
Jefferson, has ditched him, and finding new friends in middle school is
proving to be a tough task. To change his fortunes, Greg decides to
take a leap of faith and turn his decisions over to chance. Will a roll
of the dice turn things around, or is Greg’s life destined to be just
another hard-luck story?
Kinney, J. (2007). Diary of a wimpy kid : Greg Heffley's journal. New
York : Amulet Books. 17994 Fic K55d 2007
Greg records his sixth grade experiences in a middle school where
he and his best friend, Rowley, undersized weaklings amid boys who need
to shave twice daily, hope just to survive, but when Rowley grows more
popular, Greg must take drastic measures to save their friendship.
Korte, S. (2013). Myx's magical mayhem. Minnesota : Stone Arch Books.
17967 Fic K85m 2013
Mr. Mxyzptlk, a mischievous imp from the Fifth Dimension, is on
the loose in Metropolis, and causing mayhem with his tricks--so it is
up to Superman to find a way to reverse the magic and send Mxy back
where he belongs.
Knudsen, M. (2006). Library lion. London : Walker Books.
18053 Fic K72l 2006
A lion starts to visit the library for story time but breaks the
rules.
Konigsburg, E. L. (1967). From the mixed-up files of Mrs. Basil E.
Frankweiler. New York : Atheneum Books for Young Readers.
17977 Fic K82f 1967

Having run away with her younger brother to live in the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, twelve-year-old Claudia strives to keep
things in order in their new home and to become a changed person and a
heroine to herself.
Lacson, T . (2014). Si Mariang alimango (2nd ed.). Quezon City : Adarna
House. 18114 Fic L128m 2008
Limke, J. (2008). The
17966 Fic L732t
Another chapter
control the action by

treasure of Mount Fate. London : Lerner Books.
2008
in the graphic novel series which lets the reader
choosing which plot path to follow.

Lowenstein, A. & Palacios, T. (2014). Captain America : the winter
soldier. New York : Marvel. 18025 Fic L913c 2014
Steve Rogers, known as Captain America, continues his affiliation
with S.H.I.E.L.D. director Nick Fury and the Avengers, but finds his
past coming back to haunt him as he struggles to fit into the modern
world.
MacLachlan, P. (2007). Edward's eyes. New York : Aladdin Paperbacks.
18059 Fic M161e 2007
Edward is one of a large and close family that loves baseball,
music, books, and each other, and when he unexpectedly dies and his
parents donate his organs, his wonderful eyes go to a perfect
recipient.
Manga messengers. (2011). Japan : Next. 17788 Fic M277 2011
Manga messiah. (2006). Japan : Next. 17792 Fic M277 2006
Manning, M. K. (2013). Little green men. Minnesota : Stone Arch Books.
17952 Fic M284l 2013
Taking a rare day off from the Daily Planet newspaper, Clark Kent
relaxes with his new sci-fi novel, Little Green Men. Then suddenly, the
mild-mannered reporter hears a scream! Unable to ignore his other job
as Superman the world's greatest hero, he soars toward the cry for
help, rescuing a construction worker from a near fatal fall. The
interruptions, however, don't stop there, and the Man of Steel's lazy
day quickly becomes stranger than fiction.
Matias, S. D. Jr. (2013). Ang batang galit sa lamok = The boy who
hated mosquitoes. Quezon City : Lampara Publishing House, Inc.
17670 17752 Fic M433b 2013
Meadows, D. (2004). Storm the lightning fairy. New York : Scholastic
Inc. 17854 Fic M482s 2004
Storm the lightning fairy must find the lost magical feathers to
bring back good weather to Wetherbury where the weather has gone wacky.
Meadows, D. (2006). Harriet the hamster fairy. New York : Scholastic
Inc. 17855 Fic M482h 2006
Harriet the Hamster Fairy's hamster, Twinkie, is in trouble and
Harriet must rescue her from Jack Frost's goblins.
Meadows, D. (2006). Sarah the Sunday fairy. New York : Scholastic Inc.
17856 Fic M482s 2006
There’s a flag missing and it belongs to Sarah the Sunday Fairy.
Rachel and Kirsty will do anything to get it back, but so will Jack
Frost.
Meadows, D. (2006). Willow the Wednesday fairy. New York : Scholastic
Inc. 17919 Fic M482w 2006
Rachel and Kirsty must find Willow’s magical flag before Jack
Frost’s goblins do.
Mendoza, R., Sevicio, M., Bautista, R., Bautista, R. & Avetria, A.
(2012). Black Ink Shorcuts : The Lovebird, Adamus, Dark Woods.
Manila, Philippines : Precious Pages Corporation.

17946 Fic B627 2012
Miller, M. (2014). Minecraft hacks : the unofficial guide to tips and
tricks that other guides won't teach you (Combat ed.). New York :
Sky Pony Press. 18090 Fic M649m 2014
With Minecraft Hacks: Combat Edition, kids will learn how to
defend their property and fight off hostile mobs and monsters like
zombies, spiders, and skeletons! Other tips include: updated enchanting
for armor, weapons, and more ; how to deal with new behaviors for
hostile mobs ; the best ways to defeat new hostile mobs, such as killer
bunnies, ocean-dwelling guardians, elder guardian mini-bosses, and the
rare endermite ; Packed with expert tips, cheats, and hacks on fighting
all types of enemies and with over one hundred screenshots, Minecraft
Hacks: Combat Edition shows exactly how the experts defend themselves
and fight attackers, from cave spiders to creepers to zombie pigmen. In
Minecraft, the risk of attack is ever-present, and players need to know
how to build weapons, set traps, and escape to safety.
Milton, S. & Soares, P. Jr. (2014). Minecraft : combat handbook.
London : Egmont. 18091 Fic M662m 2014
You're alone in a mysterious new world, full of hidden dangers.
You have only minutes to find food and shelter before darkness falls
and the monsters come looking for you. What do you do? [This book]
might just save your life. You can learn how to make a shelter, find
resources, craft tools, armour and weapons, and protect yourself from
monsters. With tips from Minecraft experts, as well as creator Notch
himself, this is the definitive guide to how to survive your first few
days in Minecraft.
Milton, S., Soares, P. Jr. & Maron, J. (2014). Minecraft : beginner's
handbook. London : Egmont. 18093 18094 Fic M662m 2014
You're alone in a mysterious new world, full of hidden dangers.
You have only minutes to find food and shelter before darkness falls
and the monsters come looking for you. What do you do? [This book]
might just save your life. You can learn how to make a shelter, find
resources, craft tools, armour and weapons, and protect yourself from
monsters. With tips from Minecraft experts, as well as creator Notch
himself, this is the definitive guide to how to survive your first few
days in Minecraft.
Morgan, W. (2015). Treasure hunters in trouble : an unofficial gamer's
adventure book four. New York : Sky Pony Press.
17790 Fic M849t 2015
Naylor, P. R. (2000). Shiloh. New York : Atheneum Books for Young
Readers. 18003 Fic N333s 2000
When he finds a lost beagle in the hills behind his West Virginia
home, Marty tries to hide it from his family and the dog’s real owner,
a mean-spirited man known to shoot deer out of season and to mistreat
his dogs.
O'Dell, S. (1967). The black pearl. Boston : Sandpiper/Houghton Mifflin
Harcourt. 18022 Fic O23b 1967
In claiming as his own the magnificent black pearl he finds, a
sixteen-year-old youth enrages the sea devil who legend says is its
owner.
Ong, B. (2003). Bob Ong's alamat ng gubat. Pasig City : Visprint, Inc.
18227 Fic O58b 2003
Samahan si Tong at ang kanyang mga kaibigan sa napakasayang
alamat ng kahayupan sa Saging Republic. Makibahagi sa kuwentong
garantisadong hindi kapupulutan ng aral. At salubungin ang
napakagandang bukas na naghihintay sa ating lahat!
Osborne, M. P. (1993). The knight at dawn. New York : Random House.
17795 Fic O81k 1993
Eight-year-old Jack and his younger sister Annie use the magic
treehouse to travel back to the Middle Ages, where they explore a
castle and are helped by a mysterious knight.

Osborne, M. P. (2007). Dragon of the red dawn. New York : Random House.
17922 Fic O81d 2007
When Merlin is weighed down by sorrows, Jack and Annie travel
back to feudal Japan to learn one of the four secrets of happiness.
Osborne, M. P. (2005). Season of the sandstorms. New York : Random
House. 17924 Fic O81s 2005
Guided by a magic rhyme, Jack and Annie travel to ancient Baghdad
on a mission to help the Caliph disseminate wisdom to the world.
Osborne, M. P. (1999). Buffalo before breakfast. New York : Random
House. 17928 Fic O81b 1999
The magic tree house takes Jack and his sister Annie to the Great
Plains where they learn about the life of the Lakota Indians.
Osborne, M. P. (1998). Viking ships at sunrise. New York : Random
House. 17932 Fic O81v c1998
Their magic tree house takes Jack and Annie back to a monastery
in medieval Ireland, where they try to retrieve a lost book while being
menaced by Viking raiders.
Osborne, M. P. & Boyce, N. P. (2005). Sabertooths and the ice age : a
nonfiction companion to Sunset of the Sabertooth. New York :
Random House. 17794 Fic O81s 2005
What was it like to live in the Ice Age and why was the world so
cold? Who made the first cave paintings? What ever happened to
sabertooth cats and wooly mammoths? Find out the answers to these
questions and more in Magic Tree House Research Guide: Sabertooths and
the Ice Age, Jack and Annie's guide to unlocking the mysteries of the
Ice Age! This is the nonfiction companion to Sunset of the Sabertooth.
A great place to begin research for a report.
Osborne, M. P. & Boyce, N. P. (2005). Pilgrims : a nonfiction companion
to Thanksgiving on Thursday. New York : Random House.
17877 Fic O81p 2005
What was it like to be a passenger on the Mayflower? How many
people survived the first harsh winter in the New World? How did
Pilgrim children spend their days? Find out the answers to these
questions and more in this Magic Tree House Research Guide.
Osborne, M. P. & Boyce, N. P. (2007). Polar bears and the Arctic : a
nonfiction companion to Polar bears past bedtime. New York :
Random House.
17878 Fic O81p 2007
Join Jack and Annie find the facts behind the fiction on polar
bears and the Arctic.
Osborne, W. & Osborne, M. P. (2000). Knights and castles : a nonfiction
companion to The knight at dawn. New York : Random House.
17880 Fic O81k 2000
Jack and Annie look at knights, armor, and life in a castle.
Osborne, M. P. & Boyce, N. P. (2008). Penguins and Antarctica : a
nonfiction to Eve of the Emperor Penguin. New York : Random
House. 17921 Fic O81p 2008
Discusses the penguin life cycle and the ecology of Antarctica,
where they live.
Osborne, M. P. & Boyce, N. P.
nonfiction companion to
Random House. 17923 Fic
Provides information on

(2011). Snakes and other reptiles : a
A crazy day with cobras. New York :
O81s 2011
snakes and other types of reptiles.

Osborne, M. P. & Boyce, N. P. (2010). Leprechauns and Irish folklore :
a nonfiction companion to Leprechaun in late winter. New York :
Random House. 17925 Fic O81l 2010
Join Jack and Annie as they research leprechauns and Irish
folklore and find out the facts behind the fiction.

Osborne, M. P. & Boyce, N. P. (2009). Leonardo da Vinci : a nonfiction
companion to Monday with a mad genius. New York : Random House.
17926 Fic O81l 2009
Join Jack and Annie as they research Leonardo da Vinci and find
out the facts behind the fiction.
Osborne, M. P. & Boyce, N. P. (2004). Ancient Greece and the Olympics :
a nonfiction companion to Hour of the Olympics. New York : Random
House. 18069 Fic O81a 2004
Annie and Jack present information about ancient Greece and the
athletic events known as the Olympic games that were held there.
Osborne, W. & Osborne, M. P. (2000). Dinosaurs : a nonfiction companion
to Dinosaurs before dark. New York : Random House.
17927 Fic O81d 2000
Jack and Annie explain about all the different types of
dinosaurs.
Pabalinas, S. (2014). Pango planet. Manila : The Manila Times.
17761 Fic P112p 2014
Pacis, C. (2014). Hipon and biya (2nd ed.). Quezon City : Adarna Books.
18214 Fic P118h 2014
Paredes, G. (2011). Kalayaan : a new Pinoy superhero : volume one.
Quezon City : GMP Comics. 17979 Fic P225k 2011
Peirce, L. (2014). Big Nate : the crowd goes wild!. Kansas City :
Andrews McMeel Publishing. 17995 Fic P378b 2014
Whether he’s fast-talking his way out of trouble or unleashing
the contents of his locker on unsuspecting classmates, Nate does it
with gusto. And every time he swings into action, the crowd goes wild.
Peirce, L. (2013). Big Nate : I can't take it!. Kansan City : Andrews
McMeel Publishing. 17996 Fic P378b 2013
Life can be stressful for Nate Wright. At school, Mrs. Godfrey
makes every day a nightmare. At home, he’s stuck between Ellen, his
incredibly annoying older sister, and Dad, perhaps the most clueless
parent of all time. And don’t get him started on Gina, the ultimate
teacher’s pet, or Artur, the unassuming exchange student who bests him
at every turn. It’s enough to make even a can-do kid like Nate scream:
’I CAN’T TAKE IT!.
Peirce, L. (2014). Big Nate : great minds think alike. Kansas City :
Andrews McMeel Publishing. 17997 Fic P378b 2014
Two heads are better than one, except when they’re crashing into
each other! But that won’t prevent Big Nate and his pals from hatching
great ideas for fun. Nate Wright is a wisecracking 11-year-old who
knows he’s destined for greatness. Nate is the star of Big Nate, the
comic strip that made its debut in 1991. Nate is a sixth-grade chess
prodigy, a self-described genius, and the all-time record holder for
detentions in school history. He’s often in hot water with his teachers
and classmates, but Nate’s winning personality and can-do attitude
always make him a big hit with readers.
Peirce, L. (2013). Big Nate : game on!. Kansas City : Andrews McMeel
Publishing. 17998 Fic P378b 2013
To sixth-grader Nate Wright, life is one big game. So when he
suits up for any sport, he does it with an unmistakable swagger. From
fine-tuning his trash-talking skills on the basketball court to his
cocky 'tude in the soccer goal, Nate can be a bigger challenge to his
teammates than their opponents.
Peirce, L. (2012). Big Nate makes the grade. Kansas City : Andrews
McMeel Publishing. 17999 Fic P378b 2012
Nate goes up against Gina, the class brainiac.

Peirce, L. (2011). Big Nate
Publishing. 18000 Fic
Collects sixth-grader
friends, Francis and Teddy,
teacher’s pet, Gina.

and friends. Kansas City : Andrews McMeel
P378b 2011
Nate Wright’s adventures with his best
exchange student, Artur, and annoying

Peirce, L. (2011). Big Nate out loud. Kansas City : Andrews McMeel
Publishing. 18001 Fic P378b 2011
Big Nate, a.k.a. middle schooler Nate Wright, is 11 years old,
four-and-a-half feet tall, and the wunderkind creation of cartoonist
Peirce.
Peirce, L. (2010). Big Nate from the top. Kansas City : Andrews McMeel
Publishing. 18002 Fic P378b 2010
Nate Wright is an eleven years old sixth grader who has the
distinction of setting the record for school detentions.
Peirce, L. (2015). Big Nate lives it up. New York : Balzer + Bray.
18016 Fic P378b 2015
As his school’s centennial is coming up, Big Nate is stuck
showing the Dorky new kid around.
Pilkey, D. (2012). Captain underpants and the terrifying return of
Tippy Tinkletrousers : the ninth epic novel. New York :
Scholastic Inc. 17648 Fic P639c 2012
After being sent to jail for the rest of their lives, George and
Harold are taken on a trip back in time by Tippy Tinkletrousers back to
their Kindergarten days where they must deal with their bully without
the help of Captain Underpants.
Planes : the junior novelization. (2013). New York : Random House.
17859 Fic P712 2013
From above the world of Cars comes Disney Planes, an actionpacked animated adventure featuring Dusty, a small-town plane with the
dream of competing as a high-flying air racer. But making that dream
come true isn’t going to be easy. He’s not exactly built for speed--and
he happens to be afraid of heights!
Remigio, O. (2014). Papel de liha (2nd ed.).Quezon City : Adarna House.
17739 Fic R387p 1996
This story honors the mother. Though her hands be roughened by
housework, they soften with tenderness when she touches her child.
Remigio, M. C. (2014). Bru-ha-ha-ha-ha-ha...bru-hi-hi-hi-hi-hi....
(3rd ed. ). Quezon City : Adarna House, Inc. 18207 Fic R388b 2014
A small girl fears her neighbor, Mrs. Magalit is a witch. She
loses her fear when an accident befalls Mrs. Magalit.
Reyes, S. (2011). Ang prinsipeng unggoy = The monkey prince.
Mandaluyong City : Anvil. 17811 Fic R457p 2011
Rudnick, E. (2013). Oz : the great and powerful. New York : Disney
Press. 18024 Fic R916o 2013
Oscar Diggs finds himself in the land of Oz where the inhabitants
think he is a powerful wizard until three witches begin to question his
abilities.
Russell, R. R. Dork diaries : skating sensation. London : Simon and
Schuster. 17983 Fic R966d 2011
Nikki Maxwell isn't at all surprised to find out that her crush
Brandon volunteers at a local animal shelter. He's such a sweet guy of course he wants to help those adorable puppies! Then Brandon tells
her that the shelter is in danger of closing, and Nikki knows she can't
let that happen. Especially when she discovers a shocking secret about
Brandon that makes keeping that shelter open more important than ever.
So Nikki and her friends Chloe and Zoey enter an ice skating
competition to help raise money for the shelter, but (big surprise)
Mackenzie has to stick her nose in and cause trouble so that she can be
the one to swoop in and save the day. No way will Nikki let that

happen: She'll just have to come up with some extra creative ideas this
time!
Russell, R. R. (2010). Dork diaries. London : Simon and Schuster.
17985 Fic R966d 2010
New school. New mean girl. New crush. New diary so Nikki can
spill all of it... Follow Nikki's life through sketches, doodles and
diary entries as she starts her new school, battles with her mum for an
iPhone and meets her arch-nemisis, the school's Queen Bee, Mackenzie.
Russell, R. R., Russell, N. & Russell, E. (2013). Dork diaries : OMG!
All about me diary. London : Simon and Schuster.
17986 Fic R966d 2013
Narrate your very own Dork Diary with this interactive guided
journal, filled with questions for every day and complete with art and
quotes from Nikki Maxwell herself!As Nikki Maxwell knows, keeping a
journal is a great way to get to know the most important person in your
life: YOU! This special Dork Diaries guided journal features questions
for every day of the year. If you could swap places with anyone for a
day, who would it be and why? What song could you listen to 100 times?
What TV show are you totally obsessed with right now and why? What’s
the fiercest outfit in your closet? Put your personal spin on these
questions and many more--and since this is an authentic Dork Diary,
Nikki chimes in with her answers and artwork as well!
Russell, R. R. (2011). Dork diaries : pop star. London : Simon and
Schuster. 18070 Fic R966d 2011
Nikki Maxwell's school is holding a talent competition and Nikki
can't wait to start practising dance moves with her BFFs, Chloe and
Zoey, and impressing Brandon, her crush, with her singing skills! But
then Nikki finds out that her arch-nemesis, MacKenzie, is entering the
contest, too, and she's determined to steal the limelight from Nikki
and her friends. Can a dork like Nikki take on the most popular girl in
school and win?
Russell, R. R. (2010). Dork diaries : party time. London : Simon and
Schuster. 18071 Fic R966d 2010
Nikki's diary describes a frightful Halloween, on which she helps
with her sister's ballet class party at the same time she is Brandon's
date for their middle school Halloween dance, where she has promised to
spend the evening with her two best friends.
Russell, R. R. (2011). Dork diaries : how to dork your diary. London :
Simon and Schuster. 18143 Fic R966d 2011
Nikki Maxwell has been writing in a diary since the start of the
school year, and she usually takes it everywhere she goes - so she
can't believe it when one morning she can't find her diary! The hunt is
on, and while she looks, pursuing various theories about where it could
be, Nikki can't help putting together a list of important diary-keeping
lessons to remember in case of missing diary emergencies like this one.
How to Dork Your Diary is chock full of tips from Nikki on fun things
to write about in your diary, with lots of space for readers to write
and draw their own entries. Meanwhile Nikki's friends Chloe and Zoey,
her little sister Brianna, her crush Brandon, and mean girl Mackenzie
are all a part of the story as Nikki searches everywhere for that
diary, with plenty of adventures along the way!
Russell, R. R. (2011). Dork diaries : dear Dork. London : Simon and
Schuster. 18144 Fic R966d 2011
When Nikki Maxwell discovers that mean-girl Mackenzie is planning
to spread rumours about Brandon in her school newspaper column, Nikki
decides to join the paper to keep an eye on her.
Seidman, D. (2010). The deadly double. Minnesota : Stone Arch Books.
17953 Fic S458d 2010
After chasing the evil Mala through space, Superman returns to
Earth, and he finds people running from him. While Mala had decoyed
Superman, her partner, Jax-Ur, disguised himself as Superman and
terrorized the world. Now Jax-Ur and Mala plan to save the people of

Earth from Superman, become their new hero, and lead them in Jax-Ur's
quest to take over the planet. Superman has to stop Jax-Ur and Mala,
but it's not easy when they have a whole world on their side.
Showtime! : stories, trivia, quizzes. (2013). London : Lady Bird Books.
17957 Fic S559 2013
Features Andrea, Emma, Mia, Stephanie and Olivia. This book
includes their stories about life in Heartlake City.
Simonson, L. (2013). Bizard is born!. Minnesota : Stone Arch Books.
17951 Fic S611b 2013
Daily Planet reporter Lois Lane discovers that the evil Lex
Luthor has created his own super hero--Bizarro Superman! The confused
creature captures Lois and sets out on a path of destruction. The real
Superman must save Lois and stop Bizarro before the monster destroys
Metropolis in a warped pursuit of truth, justice, and the American way.
Stevenson, R. L. & Parthasarathy, M. K. (2012). Treasure island.
India : Apple Books. 17843 Fic S848t 2012
While going through the possessions of a deceased guest who owed
them money, the mistress of the inn and her son find a treasure map
that leads to a pirate fortune as well as great danger.
Stilton, T. (2013). The secret of fairies. New York : Scholastic Inc.
17817 17818 Fic S857s 2012
When Thea Stilton travels to Ireland to search for a missing
agent, she finds that the whole fantasy Land of Erin is being
threatened by earthquakes, and soon Will Mystery and the Thea sisters
follow to help her find the secret of the fairies.
Sutton, L. S. (2013). Night of a thousand doomsdays. Minnesota : Stone
Arch Books. 17968 Fic S967n 2013
Queen Bloorga and her clonemaster, Gorka, have created thousands
of clones of Doomsday, Superman’s old enemy, and are using them to
invade Earth--and it will be up to Superman to stop them.
Swift, J. (2010). Gulliver's travels. Manila : Lampara Publishing
House, Inc. 17646 Fic S977g 2009
Narrates the story of Gulliver and his voyage to the land of
Lilliput and Brobdingnag.
Teitelbaum, M. (2012). Batman : super-villains strike. New York :
Starscape. 18042 Fic T262b 2012
When a series of bizarre crimes plague Gotham City, Batman, who
believes that all of his adversaries are safely ensconced in Arkham
Asylum, invites readers to investigate clues and make choices to
determine the course of the story.
Teitelbaum, M. (2013). Superman : peace in the balance. New York :
Starscape. 17969 Fic T265s 2013
Clark Kent is about to cover the biggest story of his career at
the Daily Planet - a World Peace Conference held on an orbiting peace
station. And that's when three of Superman's deadliest enemies Brainiac 2.5, General Zod, and Lex Luthor - all decide to attack Earth!
How can Superman possibly stop all three and still cover the Peace
Conference as Clark Kent?
Tejido, J. M. (2014). Ang pambihirang sombrero (2nd ed.). Quezon City :
Adarna House. 18200 Fic T267p 2014
Mia finds a hat inside her grandmother's trunk, and as she wears
it through the village everyone adds a decoration, until Toto ties it
to a kite causing Mia to fly up into the sky and come down again using
the hat as a magical parachute.
The hare and the tortoise and other stories. Malaysia : Little Sun Sdn.
Bhd. 17970 Fic H274
The miser and his gold and other stories. Malaysia : Little Sun Sdn.
Bhd. 17971 Fic M678

Tobias-Papa, M. (2014). Araw sa palengke. Quezon City : Adarna House.
18204 Fic T629a 2014
Sasama ako kay Nanay! Pupunta kami sa palengke. Ano-ano kaya ang
makikita namin doom? Sino-sino kaya ang makikikilala ko? Tara, sama ka.
Ngayon ay araw ng palengke!
Untalan, C. Y., Sarmiento, R. R. D. & Tobias, M. A. (2012). Bakawan.
Quezon City : Adarna House. 18205 Fic U61b 2012
Vicente, J. (2015). Tonio tikbalang : volume 4 : stalker, ask first,
accept later at stalk her. Manila : Precious Pages Corporation.
17949 Fic V632t 2015
Vitangcol, A., Cordova, R., Que, G. & Mempin, F. (2013). Angel crush :
volume three. [place of publication not identified] : Alturia
Hill Publishing. 18005 Fic V837a 2013
Wilder, C. (2014). Jungle trek : run for your life!. London : Egmont.
18011 Fic W673j 2014
You’re on a plane with Guy Dangerous and Scarlett Fox when it
crashes in the jungle. Lucky you have a hard head! How will you get
back to civilization? It’s up to you. Your choices will change the
story a different adventure every time.
Zucker, J. (2007). Supersonic. London : Stripes Publishing.
18014 Fic Z94s 2007
Meet Max, explosive escapologist and master magician! For his
second mission, the Department of Extraordinary Affairs has a truly out
of this world task... Max must shoot into space to foil an evil alien
plot to rid Earth of all humans. Get ready for blast off!
FILIPINIANA
Alma, R. (2009). Buwan, buwang bulawan : mga tulang pambata. Quezon
City : Adarna House, Inc. 18193 FIL 899.2111 A444b 2009
Bangungot. (2008). Manila, Philippines : Precious Pages Corporation.
18097 FIL 899.2103 B216 2008
Gonzales, F. & Ril, S. Mga magagandang asal ng batang Pilipino.
Valenzuela City : S.G.E Publishing, Inc. 18126 FIL 370.11 G643m
Lee-Chua, Q. N. & Sison-Dionisio, M. I. (2004). Helping our children do
well in school : 10 successful strategies from parents' best
practices study of the Ateneo de Manila high school
(Rev. ed.).Mandaluyong City : Anvil Publishing Inc.
18062 FIL 370.19341 L479h 2004
Ong, B. (2013). ABNKKBSNPLAKo?! : mga kwentong chalk. Pasay City :
Visprint, Inc. 18061 FIL 899.211802 O58a 2013
Paler, L. (2000). Mga kwento sa biblia para sa mga bata. Manila,
Philippines : OMF Literature, Inc. 18083 FIL 220.9 P156k 2000
GENERAL INTEREST
Bazaldua, B. (2013). From the movie Disney Frozen : the essential
guide. London : Dorling Kindersley. 18032 Gen 791.4372 B362f 2013
Presents an introduction to the ice-filled world and all the
characters from Disney's newest release, Frozen, based on Hans
Christian Anderson's tale, The Snow Queen.
Bynghall, S. (2013). Planes : the essential guide. London : Dorling
Kindersley Limited. 18033 Gen 791.4372 B994p 2013
Readers are invited into the world of Disney's newest character:
Dusty, a big-hearted, fast-flying crop duster who dreams of competing
in the most exhilarating around-the-world air race in history. They'll
also learn more about his mentor, a naval aviator named Skipper, and

the defending champ of the race circuit, Ripslinger, who will stop at
nothing to see Dusty fail. Packed with facts, character profiles, and
amazing stills from the movie, this Essential Guide is the definitive
reference to the high-flying world of Planes.
Herge. (2011). The broken ear. New York : Little, Brown and Company.
18028 Gen 741.5 H545b 2011
Determined to recover an Indian tribal statue stolen from the
Museum of Ethnography, Tintin and Snowy follow a curious trail that
leads to South America, revolution, and hostile jungle Indians.
Miles, L. (2012). Origami. London : Arcturus.
18074 Gen 736.982 M643o 2012
Presents step-by-step instructions for creating origami sea
creatures, farm animals, pets, birds, and dinosaurs.
Ono, M. & Ono, R. (2011). Wild and wonderful origami : 35 of your
favorite wild animals to fold in an instant. London : Cico Books.
18075 Gen 736.982 O58w 2011
Make your own origami zoo with Mari and Roshin Ono's collection
of amazing animals. Whether you love cute & cuddly animals like the
baby bear & the cheeky monkeys, or are friends with the feathered
variety, you are sure to go wild for any of the 35 innovative designs.
There are four great chapters explaining how to really bring your paper
to life.
Thomas, L. (2008). Ha! Ha! Ha! and much more : the ultimate round-up of
jokes, riddles, facts, and puzzles. Ontario : Maple Tree Press.
18084 Gen 793.73 T459h 2008
GENERAL REFERENCE
Del Valle, B. (1969). Talatinigang Pilipino-Pilipino. Mandaluyong
City : National Book Store. 18124 REF 499.21103 D367t 1969
Kaul, K. (2014). Animal kingdom. India : Brijbasi Art Press Ltd.
17654 REF 030 K21a 2014
Time for kids : Almanac 2015. (2014). Quezon City : New Century Books.
18225 REF 030 T584 2014
A comprehensive reference includes the latest information on
world statistics, famous people, space, history, geography, presidents,
sports statistics, and inventions.
MATH
Coronel, I. C., Ibe, M. D., Salvador, A. P. & Ulep, S. A. (2013). Math
challenge questions : grade 1. Mandaluyong City : Anvil
Publishing Inc./Metrobank Foundation and MTAP.
18085 Prof 510 M426 2013
Coronel, I. C., Ibe, M. D., Salvador, A. P. & Ulep, S. A. (2013). Math
challenge questions : grade 2. Mandaluyong City : Anvil
Publishing Inc./Metrobank Foundation and MTAP.
18086 Prof 510 M426 2013
Coronel, I. C., Ibe, M. D., Salvador, A. P. & Villame, R. P. (2013).
Math challenge questions : grade 6. Mandaluyong City : Anvil
Publishing Inc./Metrobank Foundation and MTAP.
18087 Prof 510 M426 2013
Gupta, S. Engaging Mathematics in accordance with guidelines of CBSE /
NCERT : based on CCE : class 1. Delhi : FirstBorn Publications
Pvt. Ltd. 18076 Prof 510.76 G978e
Gupta, S. Engaging Mathematics in accordance with guidelines of CBSE /
NCERT based on CCE : class 2. Delhi : FirstBorn Publications Pvt.
Ltd. 18077 Prof 510.76 G978e

Gupta, S. Engaging Mathematics in accordance with guidelines of CBSE /
NCERT based on CCE : class 3. Delhi : FirstBorn
Publications Pvt. Ltd. 18078 Prof 510.76 G978e
Mastering Mathematics topic by topic : primary 1 A / B 2013 format.
(2014). Singapore : Fairfield Book Publishers.
18082 Prof 510.76 M423 2014
Mastering Mathematics topic by topic : primary 2 A / B 2014 syllabus.
(2014). Singapore : Fairfield Book Publishers.
18081 Prof 510.76 M423 2014
Mastering Mathematics topic by topic : primary 3 A / B. (2014).
Singapore : Fairfield Book Publishers.
18080 Prof 510.76 M423 2014
Mastering Mathematics topic by topic : primary 5 A / B. (2014).
Singapore : Fairfield Book Publishers.
18226 Prof 510.76 M423 2014
Mastering Mathematics topic by topic : primary 6 A / B. (2014).
Singapore : Fairfield Book Publishers.
18079 Prof 510.76 M423 2014
Quek, S. A. & Quek, E. (2015). Mathematical Olympiad training : primary
1 and 2 elementary level. Singapore : Fairfield Book Publishers.
18088 Prof 510.7 Q3m 2015
Quek, S. A. & Quek, E. (2015). Mathematical Olympiad training : primary
3 and 4 intermediate level. Singapore : Fairfield Book
Publishers. 18089 Prof 510.7 Q3m 2015
SOCIAL STUDIES
Villanueva, R. O. (2013). Dalawang bayani ng bansa. Quezon City :
Adarna House, Inc. 18208 FIL 920 V718d 2013
The story of Jose Rizal and Andres Bonifacio, two national heroes
of the Philippines.
Williams, B. (2010). The ultimate history quiz book. Bath : Parragon.
18125 Prof 910 W721u 2009
There are nearly 2500 questions in this bumper book to stretch
even the most knowledgeable history expert. From the world's greatest
historical events to the fascinating trivia of past times, The ultimate
history quiz book asks all the right questions. All you have to do is
come up with the answers.
STORY COLLECTION
5-minute Spider-man stories = Five minute Spider-man stories (2013).
New York : Marvel. 17655 18030 SC F565 2013
The amazing Spider-Man faces off against the world’s most
fearsome super villains, but can Spidey swing into action and save the
day in just five minutes? Each story is ideal for reading along in just
around five minutes, making it perfect for bedtime or any time.
5-minute Minnie tales = Five minute Minnie tales (2013). New York :
Disney Press. 18031 SC F565 2014
Minnie Mouse stars in this collection of 12 tales, each of which
can be read aloud in about five minutes.
Almario, V. S. & Reyes, L. (2011). Aklat Adarna 5 : Dragong pula, Si
Monica Dalosdalos, Pen Pen de Sarapen, Si Wako at Aling Oktopada
(2nd ed.). Quezon City : Adarna House, Inc. 18186 SC A445a 2011
Tampok sa volume 5 ang mga kuwentong : Dragong Pula, Si Monica
Dalosdalos, Penpen De Sarapen, Si Wako at Aling Oktopada.
Antonio, L. E. & Almario, V. S. (2014). Aklat Adarna 1 : Alamat ng
lansones, Si langgam at si tipaklong, Si pagong at si matsing,

Ang hukuman ni Sinukuan at Ibong Adarna (2nd ed.).Quezon City :
Adarna House, Inc. 18191 SC A635a 2014
Tampok sa volume 1 ang mga kuwentong : Alamat ng Lansones, Si
Langgam at si Tipaklong, Si Pagong at si Matsing, Ang Hukuman ni
Sinukuan at Ibong Adarna.
Antonio, L. E., Aragon, S. D., Almario, V. S., Reyes, D. Villanueva,
R. (2011). Aklat Adarna 3 : Si makisig, Si Tembong mandarambong,
Si hinlalaki, Bayanihan at Si Emang engkantada (2nd ed.). Quezon
City : Adarna House, Inc. 18189 SC A315 2011
Tampok sa volume 3 ang mga kuwentong : Si Makisig, Si Tembong
Mandarambong, Si Hinlalaki, Bayanihan at Si Emang Engkantada.
Aragon, S. D., Almario, V. S. & Bigornia, M. L. (2010). Adarna 4 : Nang
magkakulay ang nayon, Digong dilaw, Ang mabait na kalabaw, Si
dilat, si kindat, si kurap, si pikit, Kain, kumain, kinain
(2nd ed.). Quezon City : Adarna House, Inc. 18188 SC A659a 2010
Tampok sa volume 4 ang mga kuwentong : Nang magkakulay and nayon,
Digong Dilaw, Ang mabait na kalabaw, Si dilat, si kindat, si kurap, si
pikit at Kain, kumain, kinain.
Auerbach, A., Richards, P., Driscoll, L., Strader, P. K. (2011).
Storybook collection : One amazing chef, Red's tune-up blues, To
infinity and beyond! and A berry brave troop. Quezon City : Easy
to Learn Books. 17762 SC S887 2011
Desuasido, R. H., Santos, A., Villanueva, R. O. & Antonio, L. E.
(2013). Aklat Adarna 2 : Kayo ba ang Nanay ko?, Bilog na itlog,
Tiktaktok at pikpakbum, Ang pulang laso at Kung dalawa kami
(2nd ed.). Quezon City : Adarna House, Inc. 18190 SC A315 2013
Tampok sa volume 2 ang mga kuwentong : Kayo ba ang nanay ko?,
Bilog na itlog, Tiktaktok at Pikpakbum, Ang pulang laso at Kung Dalawa
Kami.
Disney storybook collection. (2013). Parragon : Bath.
18029 SC D612 2013
Jungle story. India : Sunrise Publishers. 17650 SC J95
Lagonegro, M., Skea, K., Risco, E. D. & Driscoll, L. (2011). Storybook
collection : Mike's dog problem, The big search, The supers save
the day and A tight squeeze. Quezon City : Easy to Learn Books.
17763 SC S887 2011
HIGH SCHOOL
CHRISTIAN LIVING
Kawpeng, R. S. (2014). Shhh! kinakausap ka ni Lord : pakinggan ang
boses ng Diyos sa gitna ng pang-araw-araw na pangyayari. Quezon
City : Shepherd's Voice Publications, Inc.
36401 Fil 158.128 K17s 2014
Singson-Kawpeng, R. (2011). Discover your inner beauty queen : godly
secrets to true beauty. Quezon City : Shepherd's Voice
Publications, Inc. 36402 Fil 158.12 S617d 2011
ENGLISH
Hudson, E. (2014). Modernization of texts and criticism in English
literature. New Delhi : Cyber Tech Publications.
36509 Prof 820.9 H885m 2014
Hudson, E. (2014). Literature and fiction in early modern culture.
New Delhi : Cyber Tech Publications.
36510 Prof 820.9003 H855l 2014
Prakash, A. (2014). Critical history of English literature. New Delhi :
Wisdom Press. 36506 Prof 820.9 P895c 2014

Wilson, J. H. & Schwartz, B. M. (2015). An easy guide to research
presentations. Los Angeles : Sage. 36495 Gen 001.42 W749e 2015
The authors show you the ropes of presenting original research.
The coverage spans poster presentations and symposia to oral and video
presentations, offering a concise guide on professional presenting
research in virtually all formats.
FICTION
Arguelles, J. M. (2015). Our darkest hours. Pasay City : Visprint Inc.
36373 Fic A694o 2015
Grapple with the different ways, this eight stories collection
shows how humans handle frustrations. They may be ugly, ruthless, but
they remain dark mirrors of the world that we live in.
Asis, A. P. (2015). The king of jerks. Mandaluyong City : Pop Fiction.
36330 Fic A832k 2015
Choldenko, G. (2009). Al Capone shines my shoes. New York : Puffin
Books. 36383 Fic C547a 2009
Moose Flanagan, who lives on Alcatraz along with his family and
the families of the other prison guards, is frightened when he
discovers that noted gangster Al Capone, a prisoner there, wants a
favor in return for the help that he secretly gave Moose.
Coelho, P. (1988). The alchemist = Ang alkemista. Quezon City : Lampara
Book, c1988. 36321 Fic C672a 1988
Elle, P. (2014). Nobody, nobody but... Shaun. Quezon City : Viva Psicom
Publishing Corp. 36328 Fic E45n 2014
Forgottenglimmer. (2015). Reyna ng kamalasan : part two. Mandaluyong
City : Pop Fiction. 36331 Fic F721r 2015
Green, J. (2012). The fault in our stars. New York : Penguin Books.
36389 Fic G796f 2012
Sixteen-year-old Hazel, a stage IV thyroid cancer patient, has
accepted her terminal diagnosis until a chance meeting with a boy at
cancer support group forces her to reexamine her perspective on love,
loss, and life.
Guevarra, E. (2015). Class 3-C has a secret 2 : part 1 : rules of the
jungle. Quezon City : Viva Psicom Publishing Corp.
36345 Fic G939c 2015
Horowitz, A. (2010). Public enemy number two. London : Walker Books.
36336 Fic H816p 1997
Javier, A. (2013). Ms. brokenhearted meets Mr. nice guy. Parañaque
City : Lifebooks, c2013. 36342 Fic J41m 2013
Lelord, F. (2012). Hector and the search for lost time : a novel. New
York : Penguin Books. 36377 Fic L543h 2012
Hector, a young French psychiatrist, confronts the inevitable
progression of time while helping his patients resolve their fears and
becomes increasingly aware of his own evolving adulthood, observations
he addresses while traveling the world.
Kilig much!. (2013). Parañaque City : Lifebooks.
36340 36341 Fic K48 2013
Lerangis, P. (2013). The select and the orphan. New York : Harper.
36361 Fic L587s 2013
The Select tells the story of thirteen-year-old Burt Wenders, the
first documented carrier of the G7W gene, and his fated voyage to the
island that would eventually become home to the Karai Institute. Burt's
account reveals his heroic efforts to navigate serpent-infested waters,
save his father , and find a ccure for the illness that curses him.

Lerangis, P. (2013). Lost in Babylon. New York : Harper.
36397 Fic L614l 2013
Journeying to the ancient city of Babylon when Bhegad tracks down
Marco, the companions face a daunting choice involving a dire trap and
a long-lost figure from Jack’s past.
Lerangis, P. (2014). The curse of the king. New York : Harper.
36398 Fic L614c 2014
Chronicles the adventures of Jack McKinley and his friends as
they face their greatest challenge yet -- the long-lost Statue of Zeus.
Murakami, H. (2014). The strange library : 107. New York : Alfred A.
Knoff. 36372 Fic M972s 2014
In a fantastical illustrated short novel, three people imprisoned
in a nightmarish library plot their escape.
Pacala, J. (2014). Heartless : part one. Mandaluyong City : Sizzle.
36332 Fic P113h 2014
Paredes, A. The Balete chronicles. [place of publication not
identified] : Bookware. 36360 36369 Fic P225b
Parry, R. (2011). Second fiddle. New York : Random House.
36378 Fic P265s 2011
Six months after the fall of the Berlin Wall, three eighth-grade
girls living on an American military base with their families in Berlin
try to save a Russian soldier, who has been beaten and left for dead,
by smuggling him to Paris, where they are going to perform in a music
competition.
Probst, J. & Tebbetts, C. (2013). Stranded. New York : Puffin Books.
36379 Fic P962s 2013
Jane, Buzz, Carter, and Vanessa, aged nine to thirteen, are on a
sailing trip in the South Pacific intended to help them bond in their
newly-blended family when a massive storm strands them on a deserted
island.
Riordan, R. (2009). The last Olympian. New York : Disney/Hyperion
Books. 36322 Fic R585l 2009
The long-awaited prophecy surrounding Percy Jackson’s sixteenth
birthday unfolds as he leads an army of young demigods to stop Kronos
in his advance on New York City, while the Olympians struggle to
contain the rampaging monster, Typhon.
Rothenberg, J. (2012). The catastrophic history of you and me.
New York : Speak. 36338 Fic R846c 2012
Just before her sixteenth birthday, Brie Eagan literally dies of
a broken heart when her boyfriend tells her he does not love her, and
she then must go through the five stages of grief, while watching her
friends and family try to cope with her death, before her faith in love
is restored and she can move on to the afterlife.
Rowell, R. (2013). Fangirl. New York : St. Martin's Griffin.
36339 Fic R881f 2013
Being consummate fans of the Simon Snow series helped Cath and
her twin sister, Wren, cope as little girls whose mother left them, but
now, as they start college but not as roommates, Cath fears she is
unready to live without Wren holding her hand--and without her passion
for Snow.
Samar, E. C. (2014). Si Janus Silang at ang tiyanak ng Tabon. Quezon
City : Adarna House. 36320 Fic S187j 2014
Tan, J. M. (2014). Erase ka na sa puso ko. Quezon City : Mindmaster
Publishing, Inc. and Joven M. Tan. 36343 Fic T161e 2014
Tanio, E. P. (2015). Ikaw pa rin. Mandaluyong City : Pop Fiction.
36329 Fic T164i 2015

FILIPINIANA
Acuin, J. V. (2004). Panaginip : hiwaga ng isip. Quezon City : Amos
Books, Inc. 36355 Fil 154.63 A189p 2004
Alexis, A. (2008). Death mark. Quezon City : Precious Pages
Corporation, c2008. 36370 Fil 899.2103 A384d 2008
Balagtas, F. (2014). Florante at Laura. Quezon City : Adarna House.
36407 Fil 899.211 B171f 2014
Bose, L. (2014). Una and Miguel (2nd ed.). Quezon City : Adarna House.
36411 Fil 899.2103 B743u 2014
Capili, N. (2014). Buti pa ang Roma, may bagong Papa. Mandaluyong
City : Anvil Publishing Inc., c2014.
36354 Fil 899.2114 C243b 2014
Evasco, E. Y. (2014). Anina ng mga alon (2nd ed.). Quezon City : Adarna
House. 36410 Fil 899.2113 E92a 2002
Falgui, R. R. (2014). Woman in a frame. Quezon City : Adarna House.
36413 Fil 899.2103 F183w 2014
Flores, A. A. (2014). Mga tala sa dagat. Quezon City : Adarna House.
36412 Fil 899.2113 F634t 2014
Galang, R. B. Jr. (2013). A cultural history of Santo Domingo. Manila,
Philippines : UST Publishing House.
36505 Fil 282.59916 G146c 2013
Gonzalez, B. (2014). Paano ba 'to?! : how to survive growing up. Pasig
City : One Mega Group Inc. 36542 Fil 158.1 G643p 2014
Ledesma, R. (2014). Blue babble, gang green : the Ateneo-La Salle
rivalry. Mandaluyong City : Anvil.
36351 Fil 899.2104 L473b 2014
Nem Singh, R. P. (2006). Spooked! : scary stories for young and old.
Pasig City : Anvil. 36382 Fil 899.2103 N433s 2006
Ong, B. (2002). Bakit baliktad magbasa ng libro ang mga Pilipino? : mga
kuwentong barbero. Pasay City : Visprint, Inc.
36376 Fil 899.2117 O58b 2002
Ong, B. (2003). Ang paboritong libro ni Hudas. Pasay City : Visprint,
Inc. 36514 Fil 899.2117 O58p 2003
Naglalaman ng mga nakakatuwang kuwento.
Ong, B. (2014). SI. Pasay City : Visprint, Inc.
36504 Fil 899.211 O58s 2014.
Perez, T. (2006). Malagim ang gabi sa Sitio Catacutan : mga kwentong
kasisindakan : aklat 2. Pasig City : Anvil.
36371 Fil 899.2103 P428m 2006
Rodriguez, A. (2009). Displaced. Quezon City : Adarna House.
36414 Fil 899.2101 R696d 2009
Sanchez, B. (2000). You can make your life beautiful : discover a
simple path to happiness. Quezon City : Shepherd's Voice.
36511 Fil 158 S211y 2000
Sanchez, B. (2001). Simplify and live the good life : how to be really
wealthy in all areas of life. Quezon City : Sheperd's Voice.
36513 Fil 306 S211s 2001
Sanchez, B. (2007). 8 secrets of the truly rich : how you can create

material wealth and gain spiritual abundance at the same time.
Quezon City : Shepherd's Voice. 36512 Fil 158 S211e 2007
Guides on how you can acquire material wealth and spiritual
abundance at the same time.
Sanchez, B. (2005). Fill your life with miracles : discover God in the
ordinary... and live extraordinarily!. Quezon City : Shepherd's
Voice. 36544 Fil 248.8 S211f 2005
Sanchez, B. (2009). How to conquer your goliaths : 7 keys to overcome
every problem that prevents you from reaching your dreams. Quezon
City : Shepherd's Voice. 36545 Fil 248.4 S211h 2009
Sarmiento, M. A. (2014). Ukay-ukay : cuentos and diskuwentos.
Mandaluyong City : Anvil Publishing Inc.
36367 Fil 899.2113 S246u 2014
Tales from the crypt : book 5. (2008). Quezon City : Precious Pages
Corporation. 36380 Fil 899.2103 T143 2008
Yuson, A. A. (2003). The Philippines : islands of enchantment. Tokyo :
Tuttle Publishing. 36546 Fil 959.9 Y94p 2003
The Philippines, with over 7,000 islands, boasts a rich and
unique history as well as sun-blessed beaches, pristine rain forests,
centuries-old colonial churches, dynamic cities, and a wealth of ethnic
and environmental diversity, tribal rituals, and yearlong fiestas. The
Philippines: Islands of Enchantment captures all of the marvels and
excitement to be found in cosmopolitan Manila and the tropical islands
beyond with beautiful photography and fascinating, informative text.
FILIPINO
Ceña, R. M. (2011). Gramatikang Filipino : balangkasan. Diliman, Quezon
City : The University of the Philippines Press.
36234 Fil 499.2115 C395g 2011
GENERAL INTEREST
1D : where we are : our band, our story. (2013). New York : Harper.
36403 Gen 782.42166 O58 2013
The members of British boy band One Direction share their
experiences from their world tour.
Canfield, J., Hansen, M. V., Newmark, A. & Heim, S. M. (2013). Chicken
soup for the soul : inspiration for writers : 101 motivational
stories for writers - budding or bestselling - from books to
blogs. Cos Cob, CT : Chicken Soup for the Soul Publishing, LLC.
36515 Gen 810.8 C533 2013
Canfield, J., Hansen, M. V. & Newmark, A. (2008). Chicken soup for the
soul : Christian kids : stories to inspire, amuse, and warm
the hearts of Christian kids and their parents. Cos Cob, CT :
Chicken soup for the Soul Publishing, LLC.
36516 Gen 808.89 C222c 2008
A collection of 101 of the best stories and poems from Chicken
Soup’s library, written by Christian parents and children about faith,
family life, friends, pets, growing up, loss and leading a Christian
life, based on faith, hope, and Christian values. Also contains
children’s prayers. All stories are appropriate for parents to share
with children and stories are of interest to parents and children up to
the early teen years.
Canfield, J., Hansen, M. V. & Thieman, L. (2008). Chicken soup for the
soul : living Catholic faith : 101 stories to offer hope, deepen
faith, and spread love. Cos Cob, CT : Chicken Soup for the Soul
Publishing, LLC. 36517 Gen 810.8 C222c 2008
A collection of 101 stories for all Catholics. Contains true
stories from Catholics of all ages, including topics from growing up
Catholic to parochial school memories to miracles and divine
intervention.

Canfield, J., Hansen, M. V., Hawthorne, J. R. & Shimoff, M. (2012).
Chicken soup for the single's soul : stories of love and
inspiration for singles. Cos Cob, CT : Backlist, LLC.
36519 Gen 306.815 C533 2012
Covey, S. R. (2004). The 8th habit = The eight habit : from
effectiveness to greatness. New York : Free Press.
36518 Gen 158 C873e 2004
A leading management consultant draws on his seven organizational
rules for improving effectiveness to present an eighth principle,
voice, that is based on the right balance of talent, need, conscience,
and passion.
Dubey, L. (2014). The spirit of Romanticism in Charles Dicken's novels.
New Delhi : Sarup Book Publishers Pvt. Ltd.
36508 Gen 823.8 D814s 2014
Faber, A., Mazlish, E., Nyberg, L. & Templeton, R. A. (1995). How to
talk so kids can learn at home and in school. New York :
Scribner. 36396 Gen 371.1 F115h 1995
Jongsma, A. E. Jr., Peterson, L. M., McInnis, W. P. & Bruce, Timothy J.
(2014). The child psychotherapy treatment planner. New Jersey :
Wiley. 36502 Gen 618.92 C536 2014
The Child Psychotherapy Treatment Planner, Fifth Edition, is
fully revised to meet the changing needs of mental health
professionals. This time-saving resource now reflects DSM-5 diagnostic
suggestions and detailed evidence-based treatment plan language
required by many public funding sources, private insurers, and
accrediting agencies.
Jongsma, A. E. Jr., Peterson, L. M., McInnis, W. P. & Bruce, T. J.
(2014). The adolescent psychotherapy treatment planner. New
Jersey : Wiley. 36503 Gen 616.89 A239 2014
The Adolescent Psychotherapy Treatment Planner, Fifth Edition is
fully revised to meet the changing needs of mental health
professionals. This time-saving resource now reflects DSM-5 diagnostic
suggestions and detailed evidence-based treatment plan language
required by many public funding sources, private insurers, and
accrediting agencies.
One direction : who we are : our autobiography. (2014). London :
HarperCollins. 36404 Gen 780.92 O58 2014
In their first in-depth autobiography, pop sensations Niall,
Zayn, Liam, Harry and Louis tell the story of their lives. From
nervously auditioning for the X Factor and meeting each other for the
first time, to filming their hit movie This Is Us and releasing their
bestselling third album, Midnight Memories, it really has been one
incredible journey. For the first time, the boys' loyal fans will be
given an unprecedented insight into all of it, from their humble
beginnings and lives before the X Factor, to recording their first
single, touring the world, winning awards, breaking records, and much,
much more.
Schwartz, B. M., Landrum, R. E. & Gurung, R. A. R. (2014). An easy
guide to APA style (2nd ed.). Los Angeles : Sage.
36500 Gen 808.06 S411e 2014
Master APA style and format quickly and easily! Written by
experienced psychology instructors who are respected members of the
APA's Teaching of Psychology division, this guide provides an easy
alternative for anyone struggling with APA style. Written in a clear,
conversational, and humorous style, this book presents easy-tounderstand explanations of how to write research papers, cite research,
and do any work requiring APA format. The authors simplify the process
with easy-to-follow advice, tips, and visual representations of how to
use APA style. This updated edition includes easy-to-read screen shots
as well as guidance on where to find answers to commonly asked student
questions.

Taylor, B. M. & Duke, N. K. (Eds.). Handbook of effective literacy
instruction : research-based practice K- 8. (2013). New York :
The Guilford Press. 36501 Gen 372.6 H236 2013
Provide a comprehensive, forward-looking, research-based resource
for teachers, teacher-educators, and researchers on the key, interconnected components of effective literacy instruction. The book is
designed so that it is a readily useable resource for pre-service and
practicing teachers as well. Every chapter in sections I, II, III, and
IV includes substantial suggestions for implementing research-based
practices in the classroom and for engaging in professional learning to
help teachers increase their effectiveness as literacy instructors.
Every chapter in section IV also includes substantial suggestions for
fostering collaboration among staff and, when applicable, parents
within schools.
GENERAL REFERENCE
Adams, P. Goodwill's dictionary of physics. New Delhi : Goodwill
Publishing House. 36493 Ref 530.03 A216g
Almanac 2015. (2014). New York : Time for kids, c2014.
36507 Ref 030 T582 2014
Atlas of the Philippines and the world for high school. (2006).
Mandaluyong City : National Book Store.
36387 Ref 912.599 A881 2006
Banerjee, R. K. Dictionary of health and physical education. New
Delhi : Khel Sahitya Kendra. 36499 Ref 613.703 B215d 2014
Cabonce, R. (1983). An English-Cebuano dictionary. Mandaluyong City :
National Book Store. 36385 Ref 403 C116e 1983
Edward, S. (2014). Goodwill's dictionary of science. New Delhi :
Goodwill Publishing House. 36494 Ref 503 E25g 2014
Enriquez, M. R. (2012). Science dictionary : English-Filipino
(2013 ed.). Quezon City : Amos Books, Inc.
36368 Ref 503 E59s 2012
Huxley, C. Goodwill's dictionary of Mathematics. New Delhi : Goodwill
Publishing House. 36498 Ref 510.3 H986g
McLennan, R. Goodwill's dictionary of zoology. New Delhi : Goodwill
Publishing House. 36497 Ref 590.3 M164g
Potter, T. Goodwill's dictionary of chemistry. New Delhi : Goodwill
Publishing House. 36496 Ref 540.3 P866d
Regional profiles : people and places. (2009). Quezon City : Adarna
House. 36543 Ref 915.99 R336 2009
The world book encyclopedia. (2015). Chicago : World Book, c2015.
36520 36521 36522 36523 36524 36525 36526 36527 36528 36529
36530 36531 36532 36533 36534 36535 36536 36537 36538 36539
36540 36541 Ref 031 W927 2015
A 22-volume, highly illustrated, A-Z general encyclopedia for all
ages, featuring sections on how to use World Book, other research aids,
pronunciation key, a student guide to better writing, speaking, and
research skills, and comprehensive index.
SOCIAL STUDIES
Rizal, J. (2014). El Filibusterismo. Quezon City : Adarna House.
36409 Fil 899.211 R627e 2014
Rizal, J. (2014). Noli Me Tangere. Quezon City : Adarna House.
36408 Fil 899.211 R627n 2014
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Amelito Castillo. De La Salle Lipa Â· College of Business, Economics, Accountancy and Managem De La Salle Lipa or DLSL is a private
college, and a Lasallian educational institution located in Lipa City, Batangas, Philippines. It is one of the third generation of La Salle
schools founded by the Catholic religious congregation De La Salle Brothers in the Philippines: La Salle Academy-Iligan (Iligan City,
Lanao del Norte) in 1958, La Salle Green Hills (Mandaluyong) in 1959, Saint Joseph School-La Salle (Villamonte, Bacolod City) in 1960
and, De La Salle Lipa in 1962. De Salle Lipa was built on a 5.9 hectare lot along the national highway. On January 1962, construction of
the three one-storey wings of classrooms, a gymnasium-auditorium and the Brothersâ€™ House began. During its first year, DLSL
operated as the Boysâ€™ Department of the Maryknoll Sistersâ€™ Our Lady of the Rosary Academy (OLRA) with 221 students
admitted from first to fourth year.Three Brothers and seven lay teachers composed the first staff of the school. Br. Henry Virgil FSC was
the first Director and Principal.Â In 1970, the school became known as De La Salle ng Lipa. Girls were first accepted in school year
1974-75. In the years that follow, the schoolâ€™s incorporation papers and by-laws were amended.

